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There is still something great about
being a square. We've said it; the key
note speaker at the Louisville Convention said it; and a late spring TV show
said it, in a rather tongue-in-cheek way.
Two lonely newcomers in a large
city answered an ad for "swingers" to
attend a party. "That's great," said the
couple, "we love to square dance, and
we want to make friends here." They
walked into a group that was not quite
what they expected, with naive comments that "we can't square up, you
only have three couples " and assuran
ces that the man would call a few
"when the crowd arrived." In spite of
the efforts of the real "swingers" to
show up the ignorance and unsophistication of the new couple, the "squares"
stood with integrity and conviction for
their own ideals and for their concern
with each other, managing at the end
to outwit their hosts and swap their
pickup truck for a late-model car.
We were glad 'to see the "squares"
come through for a happy ending, although we did feel at the outset that
the naivete of the couple was some2
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what overdone, perhaps to make the
point. What was really surprising to
us was the fact that somewhere there
are producers, directors and writers
behind the TV scene who are not ready to condemn everything "square."
Take heart — if we continue to uphold the values we believe in, which
most square dancers seem to have in
common, and if we live them, there's
hope yet that we "squares" may influence the world around us.

For two years we've hoped for a
fictional story about dancing to add
variety to these pages. This month we
have a semi-fictional account of a beginner's first class. Written in the style
of a short story, we know that there is
hidden fact in the account, but the
author has taken some liberty in his
description of the class teaching. We
hope you will enjoy reading it.
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I enjoyed the September issue of
SQUARE DANCE and wish you many
more successful years. There was much
"meat" of special interest to Adolph
and me in so many of the articles.
Anne Weinstock
Rolling Prairie, Indiana
We are not sure when our subscription to SQUARE DANCE is due but
feel it is soon, so enclosed is a money
We look forward to receiving
order
it each month and don't want to miss
a copy. You are doing an excellent
job of giving both dancers and callers
something they want.
Bob & Jane Jaff ray
Ennismore, Ontario
Your September issue was very good.
The article about treating the firstnighter in such a way that he (or she)
will be inspired to come again because
there is just enough newness to intrigue
but not enough to discourage — that is
good philosophy.
Then the thoughts by Perley Ayer
give us a correct attitude toward the
person who needs our understanding.
Square dancing is, or should be, an
activity that leaves no one out. All join
in. There are no "wall-flowers," but if
a person feels out of it, rejected, or
misunderstood, he is the one who
needs especially our consideration. As
Perley Ayer says, "We live in a world
where if you are different you are
automatically considered inferior. It
is vital that we try to develop personal
sensitivity to people one by one whoever they are and wherever they come
from."
Once some time ago I was invited
to attend a meeting of ministers in a
neighboring city. What could I offer
them out of my, different world — my
limited experience? In my frustration
I was about to retire into my shell like
a clam or oyster. Then a genial old
Jewish rabbi spoke to me, asked me
4

how I was, how my work was going,
and showed an interest in me as a person. My embarrassment evaporated
and we had an interesting talk. Needless to say, we became good friends.
The feeling of strangeness or rejection is hard to overcome, but it can be
done if you will show some interest in
someone else who is having the same
trouble. Ask some simple question, if
only about the weather. If the person
responds, and he usually will, a conversation springs up, and you both forget your strangeness. You may even
become the center of several people
who feel the need of forgetting themselves in a general conversation.
P.S.B.
Waterford, Conn.
Just a note to tell you how much
we've missed your magazine, and also
to tell you to please renew our subscription. Never have I come so close
to divorce until I let it run out. It was
almost worth it just to see the darling
reminders you send — they are the
greatest. We have shown them to all
the club members and they agree.
Each day Dick asked me if I renewed
our subscription; then the day we got
the one about Wanted: A Caller, that
took the cake. So here is a money order and please date our subscription
back to our last issue. We enjoy the
magazine so much and Dick being a
caller, missed not having Willard Orlich's material. He thinks he has the
greatest choreography there is. You
have a fine magazine — keep up the
good work.
Betty & Dick Parrish
Hobbs, New Mexico
I realize I am late with my renewal
but please make every effort to rush
this through so I will not miss my next
issue. As a caller I look forward to each
issue very much and I value the material in them very highly.
Bob Huttes
Pana, Illinois

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT ABOUT OUR "PACKAGE PLAN"
FOR GROUP SUBSCRIPTIONS? HERE'S HOW IT WORKS -IF YOU AS A CALLER OR CLUB REPRESENTATIVE SEND A
GROUP OF 10 OR MORE SUBSCRIPTIONS AT THE SAME
TIME, EACH SUBSCRIBER PAYS ONLY S3, NOT S5. SAVE !

SQUARE DRNCE

P 0 BOX 788
SANDUSKY. OHIO
44870

Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed.

Two Years at $9.00

One Year at $5.
and F.drign add is
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/II
by STAN BURDICK

o
Here we go again with some T. and
T. (This and That) from sources ad infinitum for you to R. and R., (Read
and Reject).
As a matter of fact, the other day a
caller wrote and said, in effect, that
what I write in Meanderings is "garbage." You know, he's probably right.
Golly, Molly, I'm surely glad that neither he nor I will have to eat those
words! One thing that habitual Meanderings readers have found is that they
will surely get indigestion if they swallow whole everything they read in this
column. They've learned to carry a
big salt shaker as they wade through
my potpourri of platitudinous paragraphs. Why, sometimes my tongue is
so far into my cheek as I speak, it becomes necessary to fetch it with a pair
of dentist's forceps — literally speaking!
Isn't it fortunate that every phonograph record has a flipside. That's a
second chance to test its likeability!
Maybe we shouldn't be quick to judge
a person as we hear one side of his personality. Turn him over and "listen" to
that other side, friends.
Everyone has opinions. Trouble is,
they often are the kind of 'pinions
used to "clip somebody's wings," rather than to make a lasting contribution to anything.
Telling the officers of a callers' association that they're so wrapped up
in business meetings there is no time
for programs of self-improvement is
like telling your mother-in-law that
there is something wrong with your
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wife. Nevertheless, I recently did it,
and here I stand holding my saddle to
make being ridden our of the area on
a rail a little more comfortable.
Let's turn to the Indispensable Individual Department. Frank Bedell is
a wonderfully fresh Florida "orange,"
whose calling talents should be given
wider interstate exposure. It's a pleasure to be billed with him. He's a genuine product. If a caller working with
him feels upstaged, I reckon it's only
because that caller can't "slice it" like
Frank can. (Hmm. I'll place the knife
here... and cut downward... no, sidewise... oh, well...).
From our "Crying on the Inside
Dept." comes this word — it appears
inevitable that the beginner-to-club jet
course will no longer be a part of Septemberfest in Kentucky. This omission
is due to very valid reasons, but we're
a mite sorrowful anyway (See November 1969 Meanderings). Maybe another
festival program somewhere in the
country or continent will pick up this
unique and challenging project. Keep
us posted.
Again and again we hear of case:
where tragedy strikes in a family am;
square dancing has been a catalyst to
restore some composure and order and
joy in living. The accounts are too per
sonal to describe in detail, but it is a
credit to our hobby and the folks associated with it, that these incidents happen as often as they do.

ror

I was recently thinking (once in a
while I do that in moderation — it's a
bad habit taught to me by a college
professor years ago) about the extremely varied settings for square dances that
we often take for granted, but which
make interesting conversation. In recent months, for example, I've danced
and called in an airy armory, in many
bouncing "ball"-rooms (school gyms),
in heavenly church recreation rooms,
in a striking converted bowling alley in
southern Ohio, on the swaying deck of
a steaming cruise boat in N.Y., in a
camping area shelter house, in the mall
of a shopping plaza, in a Grange hall, a
YMCA gym, a Civic Center, a college
student center, a couple of halls built
especially for square dancing, and a
basement in a home.
Down at Mt. Lake, Va. I drove seven miles to the top of a mountain
and called at a delightful festival in a
rustic stone mansion that must have
cost a private fortune to build.

In western Kentucky the setting
was a lakeside resort recreation hall
flanked by woodlands that could have
been an inspiration to Audubon.
In western Ohio a unique indooroutdoor type hall (Vollmer's Park)
with a turn-of-the-century metal ceiling caught my fancy. Why dance,
gang — let's just look at the ceiling.

And so it goes. Square dancing has
come a long way since it was traditionally done in a barn!
It was with great delight that we
read the remarks of Charlie Thomas in
Volume I, No. 1 of American Squares
(September 1945) as editors of the
same publication twenty five years later.
He says, "Well, here it is, making its
maiden bow to the waiting square
dance world, American Squares! We
hope you like it. Launched on a shoestring, you'll have to like it, or we'll
fold up. Let us know what you want
in this periodical and we'll put it into
effect -- provided it doesn't cost too
much.... If too many bucks are not
forthcoming (S1.00 subscription price)
you'll never see another issue. So cough
up, please!"

In that same issue, a mimeographed
sheet, Charlie gets himself into immediate "trouble" by making a strong stand
for American square dances versus the
predominately popular European folk
dances done in his area at that time,
which causes him to lose a staff writer
right away. But from that explosive beginning, when the first national square
dance magazine was launched in a spirit
of determination against the controversy of dance preferences, what a change
there has been.
That's our historic highlight of the
month, my fellow bearded fanciers of
memorabilia and ye noble curators of
antiquitarticles. (No, Zeke, I didn't
swear at you).
On the radio the other day the
announcer fell apart when he mistakenly alluded to a letter of "condemnation" (commendation) for a leading
local citizen. It reminded me of the
dozens of times I've tripped over my
7

tongue and almost taken a bite out of
the mike. I wonder how many callers
have gotten strange looks from dancers
when they've told them to "barge the
square" or "box the gnat" or "grand
square thru" or "spin chain the top."
It should be noted that sometimes the
square that breaks down is the one
behind the mike.
Bennett Cerf in little doses can be a
good night time sleep-inducer in case
you 're all psyched-up after a dance and
need a mild sedative.
For instance, he tells us what happens to teachers who retire. They lose
their principals. And to principals who
retire. They lost their faculties. And to
professional basketball players who re.
tire. Nothing. They just go on dribbling. We already know that old callers
never die — they just blow their tops.

•Recortl.

DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
P.O. Box 1863
Sierra Vista 85635
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment
GEORGIA
Record Center
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E.
Atlanta 30324
ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago 60639
Ask about our bonus plan
INDIANA
Whirlaway News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13261 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka 46544

A record shop in Columbus, Ohio
advertised, "Used phonograph for sale
for sale for sale."
A generous back yard chef wanted
his friends to know that the "Bastings
in Life are Free." And an optometrist
wanted to outdo his competition with
a "bifocal built for two." A reducing
salon in London charged patrons to
"Stop, Look and Lessen" and a restaurant specializing in low calorie food
promised, "Lunches to take your
breadth away."
State pride comes through loud and
clear on the sign in a restaurant in
Alaska: Clam chowder, 50t. Texas
size bowl, 25t.
Women with bad legs should stick
to the maxi-skirts, according to Jess
Birnbaum, because they cover a multitude of shins.
And judging from the yawns, we'd
better turn off the Cerf,
And maybe we ought to wrap things
up with a cartoon quote from the New
8

MASSACHUSETTS
Jerry's Record Service
48 Grove St.
Springfield 01107
OHIO
F & S Western Shop
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo 43609
WASHINGTON
Aqua Barn Western Shop
1230%, Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle
Kappie's Record Korral
10400 Renton Ave. So.
Seattle 98178
Tango Bongo & Truck Stop available.

England Caller that says a mouthful
(Thanks, Charlie Baldwin, for letting
me quote) Two children are talking. One says
to the other: "I've finally figured out
what square dancing is all about — it's
a beaut with her beau and a boot with
a bowl"

O

ne cold February morning John
stood in the bathroom staring through
the steam at the mirror, misted and
streaked with condensed water vapor.
He had a decision to make. The house
was still asleep and the only noises to
distract him were the sounds of running water and the indiscriminate clatter of shaving utensils.
As John applied a generous helping
of lather to his face, he paused, looking thoughtful. For over a week now

ly liked crowds. He always seemed so
out of place, as if everyone were watching him. The thought of being a complete stranger in a large group horrified
him, and neither he nor Mary knew
many people in Plattsburgh. They had
just recently married and moved into
the city. On the other hand, John was
out of college now with a good job
that left most of his evenings free.
Both he and Mary liked to dance. John
smiled as he remembered the special
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Square%
by Anthony Tyrell

his wife, Mary, had been quietly urging
him to join a western square dance
club. He remembered that a year ago
the same subject came up but with
John still in college, busy with books
and piles of paper, it was impossible to
join. "Maybe when I've graduated,
honey," was his answer then. Now he
had to come up with a concrete answer to satisfy her insistence.
John carefully weighed each factor
in the issue — he had never particular-

songs they had swayed to during their
engagement.
An interesting turn of events had
taken place at work earlier. A fellow
science teacher had approached John
about joining the square dance class.
He had explained the club's activities
to John with so much enthusiasm that
John was left with the impression that
he might be missing something worth
while. "Anyway, you've got nothing
to lose," Charlie had said. "They are
9

starting a new class in a week or so.
The first night is a fun night and it
won't cost you a cent. You'll get to
see if you like it or not."
John finished his daily routine by
cleaning his razor and washing the extra lather from his face. He flinched
as he quickly slapped shaving lotion
across his smarting face. It would have
to be the North Country Squares or
none at all. At least, there would be
one friend there that he knew. John
went into the bedroom to find his
wife and tell her what she had been patiently waiting to hear - that he would
give the class a try.
The first Tuesday came before either of them realized it. Excitement
permeated every corner of the house.
First, there was a hurried supper, a
quick decision on what to wear, a rush
for the shower, a frantic search for the
right kind of makeup, shoes to be
shined, and finally, instructions for the
new baby sitter. A cloudy, cold night
surrounded them as they drove to the
American Legion Hall for the dance.
With the car parked, John and Mary
walked quietly through a gentle shower
of lazy snowflakes, each with their own
thoughts of what their first meeting
with the North Country Squares would
bring.
Faint tones of western music drifted
up the basement stairway to greet them.
John held the door open for his wife
and they entered. Three large posts
protruding from the floor appeared to
be the only objects holding up the
ceiling. A raised platform squeezed into the far corner held a small table
with a turntable, a shiny microphone,
and myriads of gleaming records. Soft
lighting silhouetted figures in western
dress, some dancing and whirling above
a green and black checkered floor,
while others rested in many of the
chairs lining each wall.
A smiling face appeared from across
the room and approached with an outstretched hand_ The figure beneath the
smile was almost tiny, and dressed
western style, complete with petticoats.
As she came closer, jet black hair could
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be seen springing about her head and a
slight rustle of starched clothing could
be heard. A plastic name tag pinned
near her shoulder introduced her as
"Trudy." Both John and Mary liked
her instantly. A tall man wearing a
western necktie joined her. This was
Trudy's husband, Dick, who was the
"caller." They would be traveling down
from Canada every week to direct the
instruction of the new class.
The music began with the voice of
the caller urging everyone to join in
the dancing. Trudy busily skipped
back and forth encouraging each couple until several "sets" of dancers materialized on the floor out of the disorganized crowd. At the caller's command, everyone joined hands and began to circle. The shuffling of many
feet and the merry voices of the dancers joined the sound of the music
and the call. At first, the commands
were simple to perform, for most of
those present were acquainted with
the older type of square dancing they
had done in their youth. The do-sa-do,
allemande left, grand right and left,
and promenade were movements everyone knew. But as the night wore on
the calls became more complicated and
demanding. Everyone was forced to
listen intently to the words of the caller, eliminating all other noise except
the beat of the music. With each mistake or mix-up, Dick would stop the
music and a sea of faces would turn to
him as he explained the movement and
the steps necessary to perform it. Often endless patience was demanded of
the caller as ne was asked to explain
the same directions over and over
again. Never once did he start the music until he was positive everyone on
the floor knew exactly what to do and
when to do it. The "walk-and-talk-thru"
was then conducted, Dick giving verbal
commands slowly and clearly, while
each person in the set walked through
the movement. Next the music started
again and the dancing resumed. Finally,
after several rehearsals, the movement
would be given a name. Everyone could
now perform a "star thru," "slip the

clutch," "bend the line," or "wheel
and deal" in any dance hall anywhere
in the world.
The last dance ended before anyone
realized it was time to go home. A
tiny tinge of regret could be felt
throughout the entire room. No one
really wanted to leave! They actually
lingered over their coats, shoes, and
goodbyes!
John was silent, deep in thought,
as he guided his wife up the stairway
steps to ground level. He had made the
right decision, he was sure. His fear of
large crowds had been a fantasy all
along. It vanished somewhere during
the first dance when every one joined
hands. John and Mary met several couples their own age during one of the
rest periods between dances. They had
sipped Koolaid and munched cookies,
marveling at the uncanny ability the
caller had to guide them through all
complicated movements and have them
end with their partners. Reg and Lorna,
Herb and Dot, Joe and Barb, Will and
Betty, and Trudy and Dick were names
everyone knew now. John had an inner
certainty that other, familiar faces
would have names of their own as each
night came and went. The rapidity
with which complete strangers became
friends astonished John. How friendly
everyone had been in welcoming them,
and not once during any of the mixups had anyone laughed at one particular person. Instead the laughter was
directed at the whole group! Why, the
class even had their own "in" joke.
The dance had been interrupted at
one point by an announcement from
the club above that the topless go-go
dancers scheduled to entertain the
Legionaires were snowbound somewhere in Canada. The roar of laughter
from the dancers. filled the entire hall
for minutes afterward.
The snow had stopped, leaving a
clean, pure film gleaming over everything. Mary and John held each other's
eyes for a long moment. They smiled
and walked hand in hand towards their
car with a step that was lighter than
any they had known for a long time.
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MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION

"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing"
(SIO Label) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Write to: Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru, Whittier,
California 90605.

5/D Products

SQUARE DANCE SEALS — Colorful and
eyecatching seals on your correspondence
are an invitation to square dancing. Order
from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis,
Tenn. 38118. Samples on request. One
sheet 1501— 50E; Three sheets (1501— $1;
Ten sheets— $3; Twenty $5.00; Special
discount on 100 sheets for club resale.
,0
43=
Dill1=414=1104.1

LOOK

CALLERS
DANCERS
CLUBS
LEADERS

BADGES THAT SAY HELLO— Any
size, shape or design, 50 colors in stock.
Can copy any design or motif, or design a new badge for you. Send in
sketch for free club samples.
Write for new free goofy and fun qualifying badge booklets, Fun qualifying
badges std. $1.00; deluxe $1.25.
New and used sound equipment— all
makes and power sizes, featuring Bogen, Califone and Newcomb. Mikes:
AKG, Electro•Voice, Norelco, Shure;
Sony and Vega Wireless Mikes. Sony
tape recorders. Recording Tape AudioSony- Reel- Cartridge- Cassette.
Other equipment: sound columns, monitors, mike and speaker stands, 7" record envelopes clear plastic & green
stock, Speedup & SloDown for floors.
S/D Boosters Bumper Strips, auto antenna F lags, Decals, License Plates.
PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICE -5

BOB ROTTMANN
11041 So. Tolman Ave

Chicago, Illinois 60655
Beverly

3-5527 or 233 - 5521
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CALLER—LEADER
&s.r.1/4.9-. DIRECTORY

CONTACT THESE CALLER LEADERS FOR
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND
FOR BOOKINGS AT YOUR CLUB OR EVENT

CALLERS,
LEADERS,
BOTH
Dick Bayer
9099 Parshallville Rd.
Fenton, Michigan 48430
Blue Star Recording Artist
Don Belvin
1002 Oak Drive
Manchester, Tenn. 37355
Caller for H.A.T. records

Sonny Bess
646 Adams Avenue
Huntington, W. Va.25701
Teacher, Caller for Wkshps, festivals, etc.

Stan But dick
Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870
Bringing the HI and HO from OHIO

Gordon Densmore
2451 Haines Rd.
Madison, Ohio 44057
Clubs, workshops, clinics

Dean Dreyer
385 Melmore
Tiffin, Ohio 44883

"LOCAL"
AND
"NATIONAL"
ARE

Frannie Heintz
27 Flynt Ave.
Morison, Mass. 01057
Dance with con-fer-dance!

TO

Jack Hosken
220 Meadow Hill Lane
Chagrin Falls, 0 44022

INQUIRE

In Ohio April 15 — Nov. 15

INVITED

ABOUT
LISTING
NAMES

OR

2 N. River Place
Ocean Breeze Park
Jensen Beach, Fla. 33457

AND

In Florida Nov. 15 — April 15

ADDRESSES

Dick Kenyon
598 Mayfield Dr
Lansing, Mich.

ON
THIS

Hash, sings, anytime, anywhere

PAGE

Joe

FOR
BETTER

Obal
R.R. 1
O'Fallon, Illinois 62269
Touring southeast — March 71 & 72

CONTACTS

Dance with Dean!

Bill Ryan
138 University
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214
Recording on Top — tours.

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd., Rt. 10
Midland, Michigan 48640

Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452

Recording on TOP, tours
Dave Friedlein 216-543-5882
18313 Haskins Rd.
Chagrin Falls, 0 44022

Sat. nite most anywhere— Call me
Dave "Hash" Hass
P.O. Box 5
East Hampton, Conn. 06424

Open dates — western style

Wickers
714 La'Marite Dr.
Manchester, Mo. 63011

Bob

Traveling full time anywhere

Deuce Williams
3955 West Point Ave.
Dearborn Hts., Mich. 48125

Now booking for Fall '71 and Spring '72

The Rhythm Dealer — Hash & Songs

Willie Harlan
P.O. Box 338
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301

Web Witter
806 Columbus
Austin, Texas 78704

For the best in square dancing

Back from Alaska and available for calling!

Des Hetherington
112 The Westway

Weston, 011tario, Canada
Now booking in Can. & eastern U.S.
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Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken, Ks. 67556
71-73 Calendar available— vinyl cover

Ditch in Time save: Nine

From the MANITOBA SQUARE DANCER

Who are the nine? Why, the nine in
every square! Are you nuts? Not so!
The ninth person in every square is or
should be the caller. The caller is also
a dancer. Have you ever felt that the
caller was right down there on the floor
with you?... at your elbow sharing in
the fun? If you have, that caller has
achieved what he wanted. He projected
himself so successfully that you forgot
the man up on the stage with a mike
and enjoyed the personality who shared
the dance with you. When you dance
with such a caller you enjoy his sense
of humor, his quick mind, his thoughtfulness and his consideration for you,
just as though you were having a lively conversation with an old friend.
Every caller wants to climb down
off the stage in spirit and be part of
the fun. Some do and some don't. The
caller who succeeds, at least part of
the time, in being with you, is unselfconsciously enjoying himself. He is
having a light-hearted ball and his enthusiasm is contagious. He is not up
there making a "Charlie Brown" of
himself or telling untimely jokes. His

actions and your reactions are more
subtle than that.
He is considerate and places a steadying hand on your arm by slowing the
pace, changing his delivery or adding
directional words. He pays you the
compliment of using inventive material.
He does not dogmatically impart his
knowledge, but humbly shares a liv;ng
experience with you. He projects himself as down on the floor with you.
If your caller does not possess the
aforementioned attributes, if he leaves
you with a feeling of being cold and
all alone, he requires some personal
coaching and much practice. If when
you are dancing, you don't experience
the presence of that all-important
ninth person in your square, you are
not enjoying the dance to the fullest,
and ten to one, you'll goof. Of course,
each set of eight might also endeavor
to tune in to the same frequency as the
caller and concentrate. Always remember — one thing at a time, or a stitch in
time saves nine.
Have fun, and don't forget to thank
your caller for a job well done.
13
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The Pacific Coast city of Seattle is
the home of a group of square dancers
known as the "Silver Spinners." Their
name refers to the spinning of their
wheels; they are square dancers confined to wheel chairs, and they perform
the same maneuvers with their wheel
chairs that other dancers perform on
foot.
The other side of the U.S. is washed
by the waters of the Atlantic, and in
the coastal resort city of Virginia Beach
is an able-bodied and friendly square
dance club called the "R iptides Square
Dance Club."
A letter from Raleigh and All ie Copland told of the six couples from Riptides who traveled to the Louisville
Convention for square dance enjoyment and found an extra bonus in a
new found friendship with the members of the Silver Spinners. Discussion
with the Spinners led the Riptide dancers to the conclusion that this group
is inspired, ardent and sincere in their
•.dsh to demonstrate to other handicapped persons the enjoyment they
find in square dancing.
This group was the only exhibition
group at the National to win a standing ovation every time they left the
floor.
It is generally understood that all
exhibition teams earn and pay their
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own way to the convention. While
able-bodied groups do this readily and
physically, it becomes a complicated,
strenuous and consuming job for a
group such as the Silver Spinners. The
group felt they could not attend the
New Orleans Convention; perhaps a later gathering would be their next goal.
The Riptides brought the story back
to their club, and after hearing it, the
group undertook a national project to
seek ways and means to send the Silver Spinners to New Orleans in 1971.
A complete organization has been established, with a Silver Spinners Fund at
a local bank. The local Tidewater S &
R/D Council has endorsed the projectJust imagine - if each seventy dancer who attended Louisville contributed one dollar, the Spinners would be
all set for their trip to New Orleans.
A minimum of $2500.00 is needed to
allow five couples to attend.
Contributions are already arriving.
If your club is looking for a Christmas
project, why not consider helping the
Riptides and Silver Spinners realize
their dream? Send contributions to
Jim and Liz Kirkman, 3109 E. Cheltingham Place, Virginia Beach, Va.
23452.
A journey of a thousand miles begins with you taking the first step.

WHAT IS A CALLER'S
SERVICE WORTH?

by Ed Ross Smith
from Northern Junket Magazine

The value of a caller's services depends on four factors: his experience
and exceptional ability vs. the untalented and less seasoned; the size and type
of group (club vs. class, 4 or 5 sets vs.
18 and up); the area (new vs. old, established area; and methods of charging.
EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY

To merit higher fees, callers must
perfect technical skills and establish
professional standing to a point where
he may honestly merit the highest fee
compatible with the group's ability to
pay.
The technical skills include not only perfect timing, rhythm, phrasing,
diction and a large repetoir, but also
the most important factor, the ability
to give the dancers FUN.
A caller's professional standing is
the way he is regarded both by dancers and his fellow callers. A good re-

putation in this group is a thing to
strive for. A caller must he ethical.
In many areas, a caller must serve an
apprentice period.
Many callers have lost out on fees
and caused trouble by having an exaggerated idea of their worth and charging what the traffic would bear before
their skills and standing merited it.
SIZE AND TYPE OF GROUP

The ascension of callers is measured
in years, not weeks.
A new caller with a small class cannot charge as much, but an experienced
caller with a large club is entitled to
more, and is selling himself and his profession short if he does not ask more.
Classes require a great deal more
ability and experience to do a good
job than any other type of calling.
First a caller should start a small
15

group and learn to teach progressively
and efficiently.
There are times when it may be necessary to charge a reduced fee for
classes if they are small, because of the
importance of new dancers to the activity.
Various areas have set different minimums; i.e., Southern California has
a gentlemen's agreement not to charge
less than $20.00.
METHODS OF CHARGING

A. The flat fee — New and unknown
callers do better by having a sponsor
and a flat fee.
B. Percentage — The percentage depends on the expenses of the sponsor
and caller and on the size of the group;
i.e., a recreational department which
provides hall and publicity free should
give the caller up to 75%.
C. Classes — Free classes are no good.
No value is placed on the caller or the
activity. Fees condition the dancers
for club dues. If free, there is no obligation for regular attendance and this
makes progressive teaching difficult.
D. Club Calling — Flat fee or percentage depends on size of the group,
admission charge and expenses. Flat
fee must be established by the caller,
with an additional amount for mileage
for distant dates, i.e., $25-30 for Monday through Thursday; $50-60 for Fri:
day through Sunday, plus 2/3 or 4060% per square over a minimum, plus
mileage at approximately 10 cents per

mile outside your area.
The best-known callers in the country will charge from $100-125 for a
weekend date. It depends a great deal
on ability to pay and the caller's ability to draw a crowd justifying the higher pay.
E. One Nighter — (Non-commercial)
Fees depend on the purpose and good
nature of the caller. For charity, fees
can be waived or returned, but should
not be done too often. If for entertainment of the group, a fee should be
charged..
F. One-Nighters — (Commercial—
store openings, etc.) The promoters
stage these events with a profit motive
and expect to pay to attract and entertain prospective customers. The fee
should probably be double the regular
fee, plus a rental for equipment. Some
callers have a minimum of $100.00.
It is not recommended that calling
be taken up for a full-time profession.
A good mechanic or salesman can earn
more money. It is a one-man business
with no sick pay or other benefits. If
you go stale, that's it
Callers should promote square dancing by having bigger and better classes,
clubs and festivals. Don't work overtime promoting yourself. A high-powered self-promoter generally finds himself promoted right out of the activity.
The business of calling is just like
any other business. Keep overhead low
and sell at as high a price as you can
while still giving good value.
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SQUARE DANCE OXFORD
DANCING HEEL — FANCY STITCHING
BLACK or BROWN — "D," "E," & "EE" Width

ELASTIC SIDE GORING

RUTH & REUEL DETURK
1606 HopMeadow Street
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
SEND FOR OUR
MAIL. ORDER CATALOG
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FOR SIDE FIT
AND EASY ACTION

$15.98
Add $1.00 Postage

The Ability to Square Dance
by Clarence V. Greene
Venice, Florida

When we pay admission to this hall
We all come here to have a ball
Some come here to loosen up their bones
Then what separates the Smiths from
the Jones?
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!

We don't like to separate Smith from
Jones
For it cools the marrow in our bones.
Square dancing should be fun for all
So get up on the floor, we all can have
a ball.
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!

When squares are made up, it is with
friends This should not bring folks to bad ends
So get up and loosen that old hide
Come into the square and duck and dive
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!

Folks our age have to do a lot of living
Square dancing can do a lot of giving.
Some folks you have to go and tease
Then they get into a square and freeze.
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!

I've never made up a square in my life
I say," See the social secretary, my wife."
So don't sit and act like a nanny

Get up on the floor and off that fanny.
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!

Our caller is such a good old devil
We don't want him to lower the level.
Hold up fingers, stand and stare
Somebody will come into your square.
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!

So when you are asked into a square
Don't refuse and give them the air.
You've got nothing to lose and a lot to
gain
You just might get to dancing on a higher
plain
You might even get out of that stance
And find
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!

So get into a square and see what you
can give
And maybe you'll find a few more years
to live.
Square dancing should not drive you
to tears
Square dancing will help you live those
years.
If you have found....
THE ABILITY TO SQUARE DANCE!
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The notes from the Round Dance
Clinic on Styling at Louisville contain
many tips which when put into practice will help the dancer to develop a
technique of individual styling that
will increase the beauty and pleasure
of his round dancing. The clinic was
conducted by Iry and Betty Easterday,
popular and well-known leaders from
Boonsboro, Maryland.
Dancing is "conversation" to music.
When you dance you express yourself
and your dance styling is your way of
talking with music. Like personality,
style is one thing that is individually
your own. No one can give it to you,
but by observing a few techniques you
can find your own style and develop it.
The essentials of styling are body
position, arm position, where to put
your weight, and where to put your
feet. Good posture, not stiff, but relaxed, is perhaps the most important
item to remember. To "stand tall"
with head, shoulders and body erect
will improve your appearance, and believe it or not, your dancing ability.
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The basic step and positions become
more graceful if your arms are kept
light and free. Your arms should hang
easily from the shoulders. Any arm
movement should originate from the
big shoulder muscles. Let your arms
move in a natural, unstilted way. Your
weight should be on the balls of the
feet so that your center of gravity will
be well forward of the toes. Practice
finding your own center of gravity and
keeping your weight well forward.
When making a definite step be aware
of this center of gravity at all times.
This will facilitate manipulation of the
basic maneuvers. Above all, unless making a definite step, keep your feet
close together.
These are just a few ideas for you to
follow and develop to suit your own
dancing personality. Don't be afraid of
style — it helps to make dancing more
fun!
DO'S FOR THE MAN

Keep your arms up steadily in position
at all times.

Stand up comfortably straight and not
stiffly.
Keep your weight evenly balanced over
your feet when still.
Keep your weight slightly forward
when moving.
Keep your head up so that you can see
where you are going.
DO'S FOR THE LADY

Remember the man is the leader.
Try and keep yourself balanced and
not rely on him to do so for you.
Keep your weight evenly balanced
over your feet when still.
Keep your weight slightly forward
when moving.
Remember to keep your body weight
upwards in the body, not down.
Hold the weight of your own arms up.
SEVEN SHORT - CUTS TO STYLE

1. RELAX. Only when you're relaxed
can your personality shine out. From
head to toe, no stiffness!
2. KEEP COMPACT. Style-on-the-move
should be subtle rather than flamboyant. So never over-do! Keep your body
compact and weight well over your

Feet.
3. ACCENT. Listen for the accented
beats of the music. Once you feel them
accent your steps; put a bit more foot
pressure into the strong beats. This can
add new color to your dancing. Caution: don't out-accent your partner!
4. BLEND. While accenting, remember
to blend. Carry over each step smoothly into the next. Think of taking steps
in a group (box, scissors, pivot). The
style note is that you'll feel and look
more sure of what you're doing.
5. WATCH OTHERS. A fast way to
add striking touches to your dancing
is to steal a little style! Watch someone
whose dancing style you admire and be
a copycat — but be subtle!
6. THINK. A little head work will help
your footwork. Are you on the balls
of your feet? Are your toes pointed?
Are your knees relaxed and close together?
7. HAVE FUN. Being alert to the rules
of dancing is fine — if you're also alert
to your partner. Have fun! Sparkle is
the fastest short cut to style on the
dance floor. And it's so easy!
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GRENN
MAKES NO DIFFERENCE

Newest Rounds GR 14140

by Bill & Irene Morrison

HUM A WALTZ
by Joe & Es Turner

Newest Flip
Square

TRAVEL ON

GR 12122

by Ron Schneider

TEACH YOUR FRIENDS TO SQUARE DANCE
Use our LP's in the following sequence:
43003 INSTANT SQUARE DANCING by Paul Hartman
43002 PROGRESSIVE TEACHING ALBUM by Dick Jones
43001 NORTH AMERICAN SQUARE DANCES by Paul Moore
43005 2nd STEPS IN N. A. SQUARE DANCING by Paul Moore
43014 PHRASE CRAZE SQUARES by Dick Leger
43015 LET 'EM DANCE by Ron Schneider

TOP
Newest Flip
Squares

RALLY ROUND

TOP 25220

by Ed Fraidenburg

UP IN THE SKY

TOP 25221

by Chip Hendrickson

RECENT SQUARES
25219 Old Cowhand- Hendrickson
25218 Good Deal Lucille- Williams

25214 Johnny Oh Polka Square- Low
25213 Canadian Pacific- Fraidenburg

25217 Banjo's Back In Town- Pearcey

25212 Put Your Arms Around Me- Cargill

25216 Wolverton Mountain- Leger

25210 Casey Jones- Bohn
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As chairman of the National Challenge S/D Convention, I feel I should
reply to your editorial in the August
issue about our 1970 event in Cleveland.
The fact that the Cleveland Plain
Dealer said that our dancers were competing for a title was inexcusable on
the part of the newspaper, because it
was emphasized to the reporter several
times that absolutely no competition
was involved. The reporter printed exactly the opposite of what he was told.
The mention of callers' range of income in the article is another example
of poor reporting by the Plain Dealer.
A wide range of possible caller incomes
was mentioned, but this was immediately clarified by saying that these figures could not be considered accurate
because of the heavy travel, clothing
and equipment expenses that all callers
have. The reporter was specifically
told that it was really impossible to
give a realistic picture of caller income
because of the many variables involved.
The result was the reporter merely used
rough figures without the backup information he was given, and thus his
comments gave a distorted and unrealistic picture.
It is regrettable that you object to
the use of the term "best" in describing the dancers at our convention. In
square dancing, as in any other activity involving one or more skills, there
are all levels of accomplishment. People who bowl or play bridge twice a
month naturally are not as proficient
as those who may pursue the activity
three times a week. Do they downgrade those who have achieved a higher proficiency in the activity? No,
they respect these people for having
put in the additional hours of work
required to achieve this skill. The same
can be said of cooking ,sewing, woodcraft, etc.; the more work and study
that people put into their activity, the

better they become. And in every activity, there are some that are considered
the "best."
Challenge dancers spend countless
hours workshopping and improving
their dancing ability. Since there are
three times the number of calls the
challenge dancer is expected to know
compared to what is called at an openlevel dance, and since he is expected to
dance with the same grace and smoothness that we all look for in square dancing, naturally the people who have
achieved proficiency in challenge dancing deserve to be called the "best,"
because they are. Just as we acknowledge that there are "the best" in other
activities, let us do so in square dancing, too.
Ed Foote
Wexford, Pa.
These comments about the challenge convention were printed in the August, 1970
New England Caller and sent to us by a reader.

Contrary to the unofficial picture
that is usually painted, this style of dancing was not a rat race. The dancers
danced to the beat of the music, and
the material used was, for the most
part, not of the close order drill variety. The dancers seemed to be superbly
trained in the fine points of position
dancing, including a thorough knowledge of the fundamental rules that applied to the basics being used.
The callers' material, over which
they had evidently spent a good many
hours, was presented in an excellent
manner. It was also apparent that the
callers involved are excellent teachers
in that they have developed the ability
to explain in a very few well-chosen
words without superfluous verbiage the
point they wish to make. The dancers
were alert and courteous and were obviously enjoying themselves to the fullest extent. Their enthusiasm might well
be compared to that of the recent
graduate dancers we see at the N.E.
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Convention each year. Keep in mind
that these are long term dancers whose
enthusiasm undoubtedly stems from
lack of boredom. With 350 to 400 basics in use, and with the well-prepared
choreography presented by the callers,
there was little time or need to be
bored.
A tolerant attitude seemed to prevail when squares broke down, which
they did on occasion. It was merely a
case of smile, take your share of the
blame, refrain from pointing an accusing finger, square up and wait for an
opportunity to start again. These dancers have reached a degree of tolerance
and understanding that many other
dancers could well emulate. There was
a noticeable lack of cliqueing up which
is often apparent in some areas of the
square dance world.
Also, contrary to the often expressed
opinions, the dancers and callers I talked to, unequivocally stated that it is
not necessary to dance three or four
times a week in order to keep up with
this style of dancing. Many stated that
they dance this style only once a week.
Most of the dancers stated that they
belong to regular square dance clubs
and do their share to bring new dancers
into the movement
If there is a moral to the above, it is
merely that all square dancers are NOT

cut out of the same bolt of cloth. The
movement can and should, be as varied
in character as the dancers themselves.
Each couple should have the opportunity to find the spot best suited to their
temperament and needs without criticism from others not so inclined.
Lester Keddy
Amen! on your editorial re "challenge dancing" and "competitions."
The Three M's of Square Dancing also
rang a bell in the old brain box.
Now! To get to the meat of my
gripe: callers wages, or "highway robbery," as I would like to call it. I can
quite easily see how a caller can make
a fortune in one week. For example:
we hire a caller from California or
Florida and pay him $650-700 for a
two-day stand which includes his fare
via air, both ways. While here, he stays
with a brother caller, or some kindhearted soul. One month later we learn
that this same caller has performed on
a circuit within 200-250 miles and
charged each organization for wages
and return air fare from his home to
that respective place of dance, resulting
in a wad of money ranging from $2000
to $2500 in one week, minus perhaps
$600 for air fare.
Then there is the caller for whom
CONTINUED on Page 29
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IN THE MORNING
by JERRY HAAG
& the WAGONMASTERS
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WW 309
LONG, LONESOME HIGHWAY
by BERYL MAIN & the WAGONMASTERS

PORT-A-MIKE
NEED A CORDLESS MIKE?
A GOOD UNIT MODERATELY PRICED—
Model M100 for voice— $159.50
Model M200 for electric guitar— $169.50

WW 603 MISSISSIPPI
by KEN BOWER & the WAGON MASTERS
P.O. Box 364
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Arvada, Colorado

BOB RUST ENGINEERING
1073 Hampton Rd.
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014

DANDY IDEA
..., Yes, Virginia, in this age of rapidly rising costs, there is a
"Santa" in newer lower-cost printing techniques!

YES, VIRGINIA, there is
a SANTA CLAUS in the
PRINTING Industry!

We were alarmed the other day to
see one of the regional square dance
magazines announce proudly that they
were now adopting a "modern" printing technique and going into the letterpress form of printing for their
magazine.
We wondered if, before taking
this step, they checked printing prices
and methods in their locality to see if
offset printing is available, in preference to letterpress.

TOWN AND COUNTRY
SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS

•

PETTICOATS

IP

OVER 70 YARDS AROUND BOTTOM
TWO FLOUNCE, PERMANENT FINISH
NYLON MARQUISETTE
HOT PINK
BLUE
YELLOW
•
ORANGE
PINK
BLUE
•
ROYAL BLUE
NAVY
RED
LILAC
LIME GREEN
TURQUOISE
Solid Colors, plus black & white — $15.95
(Except Navy — $16.95)
Multi-Colors (Your choice) — $16.95
Same Style — 50 yard petticoat
$1 less than 70-yard
Send for color samples & combination list
740 Schoelles Rd.
North Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120
Phone: 633-7095

Strange as it seems, good printing
for handouts, magazines, caller promotional literature, etc. has actually decreased in price since "offset" became
the vogue, and still more with the advent of special cut-rate PHOTO- DIRECT offset (no negative needed). This
kind of printing is especially appropriate for handout type flyers.
For a limited supply of handouts,
a quick printing Xerox machine at
work or in the public library may be
the answer.
If you are a caller, club officer, or
publicity chairman, check the methods
above and save money over the older,
expensive letterpress method, where
"hot type" is used and zinc cuts are
required for all drawings and photos.
Of course, a letterpress-only shop will
try to "sell" you by all sorts of arguments, but don't be misled. Preparing
your copy by simply clipping and pasting to suit your taste is another advantage with "offset."

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

H I SHAT
Flip Singing Call
I'M IN LOVE WITH YOU
by ROGER MORRIS

Hi-Hat 396

Dance Records
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Why do so many dancers "drop-out%

Do drop in! Don't drop out! What
a nasty phrase - "drop out." A recent
survey reveals basically the same old
reasons, only in some instances more
pronounced than ever. Let us review
the main reasons given:
1. Too many rush-type dances.
2. Too many experimental movements.
3. Too many chiefs and not enough
Indians.
4. Too many rounds in too short a
time.
5. Too many activities on at the
same time.
6. Too many times the same people
selected for executive and/or joe-jobs.
7. Too many people pulled or
pushed through a routine.
8. Too many individualists, isolationists and cliques.
9. Too many thoughtless remarks
made by members and/or caller-instructors.
10. Too many times, little or no
program special events planning.
The solution, as simple as it may
be, seems to be bogged down in the
mirey-clay of obstinacy, generally on
the part of a very few people who for
some reason hold sway over the club
until the point of no return. Then it is
too late to cry over spilt milk.
For unexplained reasons, some dancers become so engrossed in their ecstatic jubilance that at times they do
or say things in jest which unfortunately may be misconstrued, resulting in
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an attitude of indifference and finally
separation from the clL b. Callers/ teachers/ leaders are also susceptible to
this spasmodic disease.
Impulsive actions unintentionally
create unexpected reactions - do be
careful. Speak to everyone, but watch
your P's and Q's, particularly when new
dancers or visitors are present.
If your club is being subjected to involuntary masses of overflowing hysteria as a result of too much in too little time, or a lot of what you don't
want - rectify, don't pacify.
Only through training and understanding can these problems be solved.
The sooner, the better.
From Manitoba Square Dancer

NEW RELEASES

RED
BOOT

TALK ABOUT
10# „c„,, THE GOOD TIMES

h .1

RB 113— Bob Vinyard,
Bridgeton, Mo.

SWEET BABY'S MY LOVE
RB 111-- Ted Frye
ARMS
RB 112— Don Williamson

WC-VCC-VCC
Get ready for the Yuletide

WHITE CHRISTMAS
RB 103— Don Williamson

Rt. 8 — College Hills
Greeneville, Tennessee 37743

Nix & Match
CONTINUING OUR SELECTIONS OF CLUB-TYPE SINGING CALLS
MATCHED TO DIFFERENT CHOREOGRAPHY NOT NECESSARILY
BETTERI IN THIS FEATURE, WE BRING CALLERS AN "OLDIE"
BASIC MATCHED TO A GOOD NEW RECORD. TRY IT. SEND US
YOUR FAVORITE "MIX AND MATCH" ADAPTATION.
LOVERS SONG Record: MacGregor 2075
(Same break as printed)
Heads (sides) promenade, full around the square
Sides (heads) right and left thru, turn your girl
and square thru
Go four hands around, don't you dare slow down
Then split the outsides, around one
Make a line, go up and back
Pass thru, join hands, arch in the middle, ends turn in
(Centers) pass thru, swing corner, promenade
Promenade like lovers do, walkin two by two
The whole world will sing a brand new song.

THE SOUND WITH THE SOLID BEAT
4Z1

RECORDS
BOX 54
NIWTONVILLI
VFW YOIP 131711

DOM 54
NFWTONVIILI
NEW Y044 17171

k-

NEW RELEASES
JK- 116
JK- 115
SOMEBODY LOVES YOU CLOSE ALL THE HONKY 1 ONKS
Caller: JOHN HENDRON

Caller RED BATES

NEW NEW NEW RELEASES
JK- 117 SNOWBIRD
Caller: KEN ANDERSON

JK- 119 SANTA CLAUS
IS COMING TO TOWN
Caller: DICK JONES

J—B—K
Box 54 Newtonville N.Y. 12128

AT YOUR
DEALERS NOW
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Here's a test for dancers especially — not just for callers, who may
find it easier than bending a line.
As a dancer, how perceptive are
you in "seeing" the right (or
most logical) route for the "01'
Number 9" choreographical engine to take from the point
where we've left you, the "engineer" on the numbered routes.

•
1. One and three go forward and back
Lead to the right and circle four
Head gents break and make a line
A. Pass thru, split two, around one
B. Pass thru, wheel and deal
C. Pass thru, clover leaf

3. One and three rollaway, forward & back
Half square thru, U-turn back
A. Eight chain thru
B. Barge thru
C. Double pass thru, centers in,
cast off %

ANSWERS ON P

2. One and three rollaway, forward & back
Crosstrail thru, go round one, come
into the center
4. Heads go forward and swing thru
A. Pass thru, right and left thru
Box the gnat, swing star thru
A. Lines of four go forward and back
B. Pass thru, wheel across
B. Eight chain thru
C. Pass thru, arch in the center,
C. Right and left grand
Dixie twirl
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C HOREOGRAPHY
Pick switch A, B, or C in each
case as the best route from where
you are. Good luck. Check correct routes on page 41 and establish whether you're an expert,
need a little practice, or a lot
more work with the checkers, in
order to be a choreographer-engineer. Or maybe caller material?

5. Heads go forward and back
Forward, pair off, do-sa-do corner
Make an ocean wave, rock it
A. Dive thru, pass thru
B. Pass thru, wheel and deal
C. Swing thru, men run

ON PAGE 41

4

6. One and three forward and back
Forward, swing opposite, face to middle
A. Eight chain thru
B. Pass thru, split two, both turn left
C. Circulate

7. Heads right and left thru, half square thru
Right to corner, curlique, hang on
Swing right three-quarters
A. Ends trade, centers run
B. Double pass thru
C. Star thru
8. Head gents, corner girl, forward & back
Opposite box the gnat, right and left thru
Same ladies chain, turn 'em, rollaway
Lead to the right, circle four
Head gents break and make a line
A. Pass thru, centers arch, ends turn in
B. Centers in, cast off
C. Make an ocean wave and rock it
27
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SEW A FINE SEAM

When you must sew with evenly
spaced stitches, baste a cloth tape measure alongside where you plan to stitch
and use the inch divisions as guidelines.
This will assure the evenness of your
stitches.
A tip to use for interfacing washand-wear outfits from the Local Square
Magazine of California, from Taw Chatter, written by Helen Smithwick: Using pellon for interfacing wash-andwear outfits, you can be sure it meets
the requirements of wash-and-wear. It
is machine or hand washable and keeps
its shape through countless washings.
It is highly wrinkle resistant even
when wet; it also reinforces the wrinkle resistance of outer fabric. Pellon
dries quickly; it starts to dry as soon
as the garment is hung. It is necessary
that interfacing dry quickly to prevent
damage of the outer fabric. With Pellon there is no danger that the interfacing will stay soggy while the outer
fabric dries. The garment will dry as it
should, from within.
Pellon does not have to be cut with
the grain. It has no grain line, therefore
can be cut in any direction. It cannot
ravel because there are no yarns to unravel and no fraying edges to cause
trouble. It gives shape and body to details. Regular Pellon comes in light,
medium and heavy weights.
ON THE GO

Tip for a hot lunch on the way to
a dance (from the same source as above):
Serve a hot sandwich by packing franks
in a thermos jug filled with boiling water. Pack buns and mustard, and there
you are!
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If you're a camper-dancer, try packing dry matches and small articles,
such as needles and pins, in plastic pill
bottles on your trips.
ADVICE FROM MRS. CLEAN

For those with fake fur coats or
wraps: Having these fake furs cleaned
can be expensive. An inexpensive solution is to rub cornmeal well into the
fabric. Roll the garment in a sheet and
let it stand for a couple of hours. Then
shake and brush well for a look as
clean as new.
Clean your patent leather bags and
shoes with a solvent glass cleaner. Just
spray it on and polish dry with a soft
cloth.
Slip your foot into a plastic bag and
then into the shoe you intend to polish. The shoe is held firm by your foot
and no polish goes on your hose.
LIGHT HOUSE KEEPING

Having the crowd over for a dance
session or just for refreshments after
a dance? Make it easy for visitors to
find your house at night. Put a lamp
in the window with your street number on it, or perhaps just the silhouette of square dancers. Colored tape on
a parchment shade works fine.
And after the crowd leaves, clean
the inside of a glass coffee pot by filling half full with water and adding
small pieces of lemon. Let water boil,
pour off, rinse with dear water.
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FEEDBACK, continued

BOOKS
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIKE I 347
pages) The most complete caller textbook
ever written. Ideal training guide for new
or student callers — or for those who may
be wondering what it's like "On The Other
Side of the Mike." Order from Bill Peters,
5046 Amondo Dr., San Jose, Cal. 95129.
(S12.50 ppd.)

AFTER PARTY FUN, $2.50 plus 15!
mailing. Contains two books combined
into one, with new material that will put
life into your club or festival. Edited by
the man who originated after party tun
at dances and festivals. Order from Ray
Smith, Star Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148.

STEP—CLOSE—STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS, 164 exercises) $3.25 ppd. 10 week
dancer proven basic course, dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers, basic styling hints and helps on teaching.
ORDER FROM: Frank Lehnert, 2844 S.
109th St. Toledo, Ohio.

we pay the full-shot, who hails from
the deep south and takes advantage of
the fact that he is here and makes a
tour calling at various places within
200 to 300 miles. They obtain his services at a steal because we have had to
bear the brunt of the big expense.
Oh yes! We have had a caller who
came a great distance to call and gained
little monetarily because he took the
loss on an unexplained poor turn-out.
Naturally, this chap is tops in our
books and will always be praised and
remembered and highly recommended.
I am happy to say that we have
learned our lesson the hard way and
will in the future see that justice triumphs, even at the expense of the
caller's name and career, but who
would have thought that so-called
name callers would pull the wool over
Al Golding
our eyes'
Westwin, Manitoba
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CAL WILL BE CALLING IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES DURING 1970:
WILL °RUCH

es.

SET UP AND GET OUT— A manual to help
callers create original choreography with infinite variations. $6.00 postpaid.
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS— An alltime reference book of the great gimmick
figures of yesteryear a nd today — chains,
prowls, odd-size sets, If you can....etc. $5.00
ppd.
ORDER DIRECT: Will Orlich, P.O. Box
8577 Bradenton, Fla. 33505.

A441,V4 idi

14 Nov. - Kokomo, Indiana
21 Nov,— Augusta, Georgia
24 Nov.— New Albany, Ind.
26 Nov.-- Special Thanksgiving Dance - Main
Concourse, Pentagon, Wash.,D.C.
27 Nov.— Clarksburg, W. Va.
28 Nov. — Alexandria, Ind.
29 Nov.-- Fort Wayne, Ind.
1 Dec.— Bridgeton, Mo.
2,9,16,23,30 Dec. Hot Springs, Ark.
5 Dec.— Little Rock Air Base, Jacksonville,
Arkansas
31 Dec.— New Year's Eve Dance, WinstonSalem, N.C.

CAL WILL BE ON TOUR IN JANUARY
IN ALABAMA, GEORGIA and FLORIDA.
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE:
Sharon Golden
300 Elmhurst
Hot Springs, Ark. 71901
PHONE: 501.624-7274
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ACROSS
1. Swing your ---
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4. ---- the clutch
8. ---- avis (zoo birds)
12. Past
13. "---- Boy"
14. Scandinavian man's name
15. Begins with capital letter,
ends with a period.
17. Record carrier
19. Rolling
, rock group
21. Carried S/D equipment
23. ---- thru
24. Sense organs in use at S/D
25. Used to treat a slippery floor
29. University of Rhode Island (abbr.)
30. Vegetables
31. Favorite refreshment dessert
32. To pronouce with a breath
34. "The Best Things In ---- Are Free"
35. "Second Hand ----"
36. Ma's partner
37. RID teachers -- 'n Kay Mack
38. "Little
" (sing.)
41. ---- for the oyster
42, Midday
43. Not fresh
45. "--n't Blame It All On Me"
47. Organ of smell
48. ---- away with a hall sashay
49. Dancer who leads
50. Stretched out, as supplies
51. Unlocks a S/D hall (poetic)
52. "Beautiful Brown ----" (sing.)
DOWN
1. Fuel for trip to the dance
2. "---- of Aquarius"
3. S/0 trip to Hawaii (2 words)
4. Pay money, as admission to dance
5. "0 ----some Me"
6. International Oglers Club (abbr.)
(club for girl-watchers)
7, Anti-freeze brand name
8. S/D music source
9. Irish island
10. ---- and shine
11. "--- In The Hole" (plural)
16. Part of foot used in ballet
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ass■ mous mon
20. Callers' wives
21. The Elevator Users Assoc. (abbr.)
22. Propellors for a rowboat
23. List of S/D club officers for election
25. Sail the seven ---26. Office of Public Information (abbr.)
27. Usual female partner
28. Necessity
30. What a S/D towel wipes
33. Prepared a S/D costume to wear
34. Popular S/D dress trim
36. Opposite of pushes
38. Girl's name
39. English bird, a game, or to cheat
40. "---- of San Antone"
41. Caller Robertson of W. Va.
44. Spin the --45. "Till Another ---"
46. Go around ---

SEPTEMBER PUZZLE ANSWERS
Allemande
Circulate
Ocean wave
See saw
Curlique
Spin a web
Pass thru
Fan
Peel off
Round off
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Sashay
Honor
Crosstrail
Do peso
Swat the flea
Swing
Slide thru
Tag the line
Wheel and deal
Alamo style

Dive
Cast
Pair off
Fold
Hinge and trade
Chain
Promenade
Spin chain thru
Star thru
Clover

Fan the top
Square thru
Do-sa-do
Bend
Susie Que
Circle
Barge thru
U-turn
Bow
Thar

•• • ••••• • ••• •••••
SUPPRESSION OR EXPRESSION
It is the prerogative, if not the duty,
of club leaders to inform the visiting
caller of the level of dancing he can expect to encounter. But it is inadvisable,
we believe, for these leaders to play
"coach" to the caller once the dance is
underway. A perceptive caller should
be "on his own" at that point to check,
control and establish the level, and
manipulate the program to achieve the
best balance in his good judgment,
using his own imagination and personalized style.
Les Gotcher said it this way: "The
caller's first responsibility is to call
what his dancers enjoy doing. Many
times this may present problems. Perhaps the caller prefers one thing and
his dancers another. The dancers pay
the bill and they should be catered to.
But never to the point of suppressing
the caller's individuality. There are
many types and levels of square dancing. There is room for all. As water
rises to its own level, so should dancers
and callers. Neither factor should completely rule the other. They too should
work together in harmony for the joy
and pleasure of both."
FULL SPEED AHEAD

Every now and again a student caller may encounter a certain theory of
square dance teaching which suggests
that a caller should deliberately slow
down the tempo of his music whenever he is working with beginning dancers. It is a theory that is based on the
rather predictable tendency of most
dancers— beginners and veterans al iketo move with less confidence and a
good deal more caution whenever they
are asked to dance material that is new
to them. Those who support this theory feel that by deliberately reducing

the tempo of the music, a caller can
better accomodate the slower responses of his dancers — that a slower beat
will somehow make things easier for
them.
The fact of the matter is that it just
doesn't happen that way! While the
theory may, at first glance, seem to be
a good idea, it actually has very little
basis in fact. A dancer who "loses" a
figure at 130 beats per minute will lose
it just as quickly at a tempo of 120.
Conversely, a dancer is just as apt to
"get" a figure at 130 as he is at 120,
and he will probably feel a lot more
comfortable while he is at it. (120
MBM is awfully slow and draggy!)
The tempo of the music really has
nothing to do with a square dancer's
ability to learn. While it is altogether
proper for a caller to slightly retard
the timing of his figures whenever he
presents new material to his dancers,
he should not slow down the tempo
of his music! Tempo affects the pace
and the speed of the dance— but not
the pace or speed of the learning process.
Bill Peters in The Other
Side of the Mike
HITTING A NEW RECORD RECORD

Since callers read this column (along
with a few dancers, too) we wish to
take a little space to particularly welcome the hundreds of callers who recently became SQUARE DANCE magazine subscribers via Doug Edwards'
monthly Record Review transfer option plan. "Welcome aboard," folks!
Since these new subscribers are also
regular record purchasers, we'd like to
point out another magazine growth
factor we're excited about — most of
the major (and many smaller) record
producers now advertize in our pages,
so it is easy to check out new up-to-theminute releases. Flip through this issue
and see for yourself — Grenn, Top,
Wagon Wheel, Hi-Hat, Scope, KaloxBelco-Longhorn, Blue Star-Bogan-LoreSwinging Square, Rocking A, Red Boot,
Jay-Bar-Kay and Pilgrim, Folkraft (indirect), SIO (indirect), Family Squares
(indirect), H.A.T. and Roamin (last
month).
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SUMMER SOUNDS
Record: MacGregor 2051-B
Here's one more easy, easy figure
to a still-popular hit!
First old couple lead to the right
And circle four hands round
Pick up two more, make it six
Go all the way around
Open it up and make it eight
Go eight hands around
Go all the way around until
You get back home
Allemande left your corner
And you do-sa-do your own
Take your corner lady and
You promenade her home, and sing
Happy Summer Sounds,
The Summer Sounds we love.

PRETORIA
Record: Top 25066
Here's a figure from Ed Moody, which he recommends
as a "dandy," to a folk song favorite. Good for practice
on remembering positions, it's easy but tricky!
Intro: Any 32 bar sequence you wish.
Allemande left your corner
Come back and swing your partner
Head couples right and left thru
And turn the girls around
Side couples do the same thing
Then you promenade 14 way round the ring
Four ladies chain across the ring
Girls chain back and your partner swing
To Pretoria, hurrah!
Repeat figure twice and use any 16 bar sequence you
like as a middle break, ending with grand right and
left and promenade, so dancers may sing chorus. Dancers should promenade back to new home.
Repeat dance figure twice more and use any ending
which will permit all to sing final chorus.
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Challenge •
AND HIGH LEVEL

CLUB DANCING

THE CURRENTLY POPULAR CALLS
OF HIGHER LEVEL DANCING
by Jim Surack
POCKET SIZE, 31/4 x 41/4, 66 pages
To take to the dance for that extra confidence
Contains the new Experimental 50 basics and
approximately 100 more of the calls that are
basic to high level club and challenge dancing.
Introductory price only $1.00 for a limited
time from JIMCO, 6210 S. Webster, Fort
Wayne, Indiana 46807.

Record

DISTRIBUTORS

OHIO

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
Mesquite, Texas no
2832 Live Oak Dr.

TVVELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 16
BATH. OHIO

"FANTASTIC" SOUND
AT MODERATE COST!
ALL-TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT
• Light weight - only 23 lbs!
• 120 Peak watts output
• Skip-proof "floating" turntable
• Outstanding clarity
• Reserve Power for largest halls
• Many, many other features —
FULL PRICE $375.00
Internal monitor, counterbalanced tone arm, electronic speed control, V. U. meter,
microphone compartment, dual microphone inputs, full tone controls, etc.

NEW

—

compact 251/2 lb. matching sound column - $151.00

CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413
TEL. (203) 669-7548
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/ CALLERS' \
QUESTIONS

FROM SEVERAL SOURCES: What
is. your reaction to callers reading material?
ED. NOTE: This question is posed
quite frequently at callers' clinics and
the answers usually resolve themselves
in the same way.
1. New material at a workshop is
usually read completely because the
caller really knows nothing more than
the dancing participants do of what to
expect. After experiencing a bit, the
caller can then substitute equivalents
to the 1P2P or Box 1-4 set-ups required. Noting that the get-out to a
left allemande starts when all boys are
in sequence with their opposite lady,
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they may change this part the second
or third time thru the figure, too.
2. The use of cue cards to aid the
caller in a set-up or gimmick of a desired figure is not considered strictly
reading — only a prompter such as used
on TV.
3. The use of sight calling only
can become a monotony of
"Breaks" instead of a figure with depth
and intrigue, i.e. a surprise twist. This
applies also to strictly Image calling
too.
4. Using a strictly memorized routine can become embarrassing if the
dancers break down — you can't break
off the figure satisfactorily to a left
allemande for those still going without
finishing the entire routine to let
others stand.
5. Use a bit of each, with good
judgment and watch the dancers to be
sure they are with you the majority
of the time.
BOB BALLOU, San Bernardino, Calif.:
Round dance teaching at a beginners'
square dance class — I can't do it and
still teach what I need to in square dancing in the 30 lesson program in order

to get my dancers to a club level. How
essential is the teaching of rounds?
ED. NOTE: Bob, you are not alone in
this predicament. Today's square dance
classes leave little time during the sessions to introduce round dancing. Some
s.iccess has been found in using a half
hour before square dance class time to
teach the round with repetition and
practice between square dance tips and this only once in three or four lessons, perhaps at the first lesson of the
month. Teach each new one with repetition of the old. In time the dancers
will have a half dozen to do between
tips that are different and certainly
well-practiced. Ideally, it should be
done by a round dance teacher unless
you are very versatile.
Is this round dancing essential to
square dancing' It does add variety
and aid smooth dancing. It does compliment the square dance picture, but
it should never detract from the main
ring of attraction - the square dance.
If it does, then it becomes a round
dance club or class and should be so
rated. We feel quite sure that there
would not be the great number of
square dancers we have if square dancing had been introduced to them between tips of learning rounds. The initial drive of interest would not have
attracted the great numbers to begin
with. So it is nothing to be ashamed
about if you delegate this fringe benefit to the capable hands of a round
dance leader while you concentrate
on doing a good job with the squares.

Circulation! In life it is the blood
stream. In magazines it's the subscri•
bers. In square dancing it's a basic
movement. Choreography-wise, we can
circulate boys, girls, centers, ends, or
all eight at the same time. We have also
split circulated and cross circulated

many figures. And this month we introduce a new variation, DIAGONAL
CIRCULATE. Actually, the idea is a
split circulate involving four dancers,
but instead of moving straight across,
they move across on a diagonal between the two parallel ocean waves.
Any square dance movement which
does not use hands proves to be more
difficult to most dancers at some time
or anothi r, i.e. slide thru, circulate,
peel off, tight rollaway half sashay,
weave the i ig like a daisy chain, run,
fold, etc. Th.• joining of hands is a reassurance to tie participants that they
are moving or , acing in the correct direction, i.e., swing thru, wheel and deal,
right and left thin, etc. Note dancer reaction to couples wheel and deal as
compared to partner (or single) wheel
and deal. One is considered most curt-.
mon as a basic at the 20 lesson leve
while the individual movement is considered way out for the average dancer.
Why? It's basically the same movement
with the same rules applied BUT there
is no contact; everyone is on his own
to know where to start and where to
end the movement.
Facing direction in today's square
dancing is of prime importance and so
must be taught thoroughly in the understanding of circulate. The card table
top theory has proven successful, i.e.,
the ENDS of the two ocean waves
move around the outside edge of the
table while the centers move around
within their own inner square in the
middle of the table. This is the TRAFFIC PATTERN - the MOVING direc
tion is determined by the danc-rs'
facing directions at the start. The actual circulate moves the dancer int-,
the next "corner" of his individu
"square" leaving each in a facing direc
tion 180° turned from original starting
point in relationship to center of set.
Couples circulating actually is ends circulate and centers circulate. With joined
hands this is easy. A circulate against
each other's moving direction becomes
the difficult traffic pattern, especially
all-8 circulate.
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One moves into complex dance figures when several "no-hand" movements are combined, for example:
Head couples square thru (8-chain
thru position)
Right and left thru —'A left (two parallel ocean waves)
Swing thru, all-8 circulate
Swing thru —'/4 right (8-chain thru position)
Right and left thru, dive thru
Square thru 3/4 to left allemande
When the actual circulate direction
is changed in the middle of a figure,
the dancers' understanding really becomes critical, i.e.:
Head couples square thru, swing thru
All-8 circulate, BOYS twice
Split circulate double
All-8 circulate, GIRLS twice
Trade the wave (a change around)
All-8 circulate, BOYS twice
Split circulate double
All-8 circulate, GIRLS twice
Trade the wave (another change about)
Swing thru, pass to the center
Partner trade, left allemande
And all of the above was used without
introducing new square dance terminology. The figure IS at the advanced
club level but does prove the point of
knowing where a movement starts and
where it ends.

4k I
NE ODEA

DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
by Buford Evans, Prairie Village, Kans.
A split circulate variation on the
DIAGONAL instead of straight across.
The FOUR people designated will split
circulate within their perimeter on a
diagonal across the square.
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EXAMPLE by author:
Head couples square thru
Do-sa-do to ocean wave and balance
HEAD men and SIDE ladies, DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Centers trade, boys DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Girls DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
ENDS circulate to a left allemande
EXAMPLE by Will Orlich:
Head couples square thru
Do-sa-do to ocean wave and balance
HEAD men and SIDE ladies, DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Centers trade
ALL-8 DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
(4 facing in right-hand star across to
new spot)
ENDS circulate to a left allemande
Head couples lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, boys run
Head couples DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Girls circulate double
Side couples DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Boys run
Crosstrail thru to the corner,
Left allemande
Head couples lead right,.circle to a line
Pass thru, boys run
Head couples DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Swing thru
Boys circulate
Side couples DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Swing thru
Girls DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Boys DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Ends circulate
Boys run, California twirl
Centers arch, ends duck out around one
Left allemande

Head couples lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, head couples California twirl
Head couples DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Sides partner trade
Side couples DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
Heads partner trade
Couples circulate and bend the line
Crosstrail thru to the corner
Left allemande

C
C
C

Head couples square thru
Do-sa-do to ocean wave
Split circulate
Boys DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
All cast off %
Girls DIAGONAL CIRCULATE
All cast off 3/4
Split circulate
Boys circulate
Boys run, bend the line
Left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru
Ladies lead, Dixie style to an ocean wave
Scoot back, trade the wave
Scoot back, girls trade
Box the gnat, grand right and left
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru
Half tag the line in
Double pass thru, peel off
Curlique, eight circulate double (single
file)
Boys run, centers swing thru
Boys run, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Centers in cast off %
Pass thru, half tag the line in
Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, then fold
Boys trade, peel off
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Grand right and left

by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, partner tag
Wheel and deal
Girls swing thru (balance back)
Square thru 3/4
Star thru
Partner trade and % more
Curlique, boys trade
Boys run, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Partner tag right
Eight circulate double (single file)
Boys run, double pass thru
Cloverleaf, centers swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Square thru 3/4, courtesy turn
Ladies lead, Dixie style to an ocean wave
Trade the wave
Scoot back, boys trade
Right and left grand

Side ladies chain
No. 1 couple face your corner, box the
gnat
New heads crosstrail around one to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru %
Do-sa-uo to a wave, scoot back
Eight circulate, scoot back
Boys run, California twirl
Bend the line, pass thru
Bend the line
Couples 1 and 2 cross trail
Left allemande
FIGURES
by Ed Fraidenburg, Midland, Michigan
Heads star thru
Pass thru and split two
Now line up four, curlique
All eight circulate
Cast off %, crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads square thru and curlique
All eight circulate
Curlique
Right and left thru
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Dive thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru, curlique
Ends fold, peel off
Left allemande
Head ladies chain right
Heads curlique
Girls left turn thru
Centers swing thru
All four boys run right
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Curlique
All eight circulate
Cast off
Swing thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Head ladies chain, heads lead right
Circle to a line
Curlique
All eight circulate
Cast off Y.2
Spin the top
Pass thru
Left allemande
Heads pass thru
Separate go round one to a line
Star thru, substitute
Pass thru, split two round one
Come down the middle, right and left
thru
Roll away a half sashay
Box the gnat, change girls
Left allemande
Four ladies chain across,
Sides right and left thru
Heads square thru
Swing thru, tag the line
Peel off, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Substitute and turn thru
Left allemande
Heads crosstrail, go round one
Into the center left turn thru
Swing thru
Girls run
Girls circulate
Men fold, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
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Centers swing thru and turn thru
Left swing thru the outside two
Boys run, boys circulate
Girls fold, slide thru
Left allemande
FIGURES
by Chuck Tippett, Mishawaka, Indiana
Promenade and don't slow down
Heads wheel around
Split that two around one
Bend the line
Right and left grand
Heads square thru four hands
Eight chain thru three hands
Outsides clover
Centers star thru and pass thru
Eight chain thru three hands
Outsides clover
Centers slide thru and pass thru
Left allemande
Four ladies chain across
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Peel off, bend the line
Pass thru, ends trade
Centers run, bend the line
Pass thru, U-turn back
Right and left thru
Square thru four hands
Centers pass thru, outsides trade
Swing thru
Spin the top
Swing thru and slide thru
Left allemande
Promenade and don't slow down
Heads wheel around
Right and left thru and circle four
Head gents break to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers turn back, do-sa-do
Make a wave and balance
Ends circulate, centers circulate
Eight circulate, swing thru
Turn partner right
Find the corner, left allemande
Heads split the corner and around one
to a line
Pass thru, ends turn in
Star thru, pass thru
Separate around one to a line

Pass thru and ends turn in
Square thru
The other divide and star thru
Circle four, ladies break to a line
Pass thru and ends turn in
Girls do-sa-do
Girls right hand star one half
Left allemande
Heads promenade all the way
Sides swing thru and box the gnat
Right and left thru
Half square thru and heads are home
Swing thru, box the gnat
Pull by, left allemande
Head ladies chain
Couples 3 & 4 right and left thru
Head ladies chain
Couple 1 face corners, box the gnat
At the heads crosstrail thru,
Around two to a line, pass thru
Join hands, ends turn in
In the middle, square thru four hands
Others divide and star thru
If you can, right and left thru
Others turn back
If you can, pass thru and square thru
in the middle
Others divide and star thru
Everyone, face the one beside you
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal
Girls square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Promenade and don't slow down
Heads wheel around
Pass thru and U-turn back
Circle four, head gents break to a line
Lines pass thru, girls trade
Swing thru, centers trade
Right and left grand
Side ladies chain
Head ladies chain 3/4
Side gents whirl 'em away
Forward six and back you go
Lone gents do-sa-do
Right hand high and left hand low
Two lines of three
Forward and do-sa-do to a six-hand wave
Swing thru
Girls turn back
Wheel and deal three by three
Pass thru, turn right single fife
Side gents pass thru

Side ladies turn back
Left allemande
Side ladies chain
Couple one lead right, circle to a line
Bend the line
Star thru and dive thru
Inside arch, No. 4 dive thru and go
straight ahead
Split that couple and line up four
Couple 3 walk across, promenade
left around three
Squeeze in and line up six
Lonesome couple half sashay
Line of six walk forward,
Wheel and deal, three by three
Lines of threes, ends trade places
Left allemande
Heads slide thru
Pass thru, square thru '/4
Sides clover
Heads pass thru
Heads clover
Sides pass thru
Left allemande
Promenade and don't slow down
Heads wheel around
Slide thru, swing thru
Girls circulate, boys trade
Spin the top
Right and left thru
Pass thru and bend the line
Slide thru, swing thru
Boys trade, girls circulate
Swing thru
Eight chain thru one
Left allemande
Promenade and don't slow down
Heads wheel around, barge thru
Eight chain thru three hands
14 face in
Cross trail thru
Left allemande
CHANGE THE WHIRL
Two and four right and left tffiru
New four and one right and left thru
All four ladies chain
New two and three half sashay
Heads pass thru and separate
Around one and circle eight hands
If you can, frontier whirl
Separate around one and circle
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If you can, frontier whirl
U-turn back
Left allemande
Heads square thru
Do-sa-do to a wave, balance
Boys circulate
Girls turn back, eight circulate
Boys run, boys trade
Girls run, girls trade
Boys run, boys trade
Girls circulate
Boys turn back and eight circulate
Girls run and girls trade
Boys run and boys trade
Girls run and girls trade
Boys circulate and girls turn back
Eight circulate, wheel and deal
Dive thru
Square thru %
Left allemande

Square thru 3/4
Left allemande
US 41 PATTER No. 4
Heads box the gnat, pull her by
Separate around one, line up four
Swing thru across, then spin the top
All 8 circulate, do a spin chain thru
Girls circulate double, box the gnat
Slide thru, barge thru
Star thru, crosstrail thru
Left allemande

FIGURES
By Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg, Fl.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
Heads pass thru, separate around one
Come in the middle, swing thru
Turn thru, do-sa-do
Girls hook left, fan chain thru
Boys circulate double, boys fold
Peel off, girls circulate, boys trade
Cast off 3/4
Just the ends star thru, '/4 in
Others slide thru
Left allemande

US 41 PATTER No.1
Four ladies chain'
New head ladies chain across
Heads square thru four hands you do
Spin chain thru,
Girls circulate double
Swing thru, boys circulate
Boys cross fold, girls trade
Square thru four hands, when you do
Bend the line, go right and left thru
All rollaway, left allemande

NOBODY THERE
Heads go right and left thru
Same ladies chain across from you
Sides go forward spin the top
Turn thru, Circle four
Side men break line up four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers swing star thru
Nobody's there
Same two partners trade
Lead right, left allemande

US 41 PATTER No.2
Heads fan the top, pass thru
Swing thru, girls fold, peel off
Couples hinge and trade
Double pass thru
Substitute, centers in cast off 3/4
Star thru, boomerang, when you're thru
Swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande

DEER CREEK PATTER
Heads star thru, boomerang
Spin chain thru, girls circulate
Girls turn back, couples circulate
Couples hinge and trade, double pass
thru
Peel off, star thru, boomerang
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande

US 41 PATTER No. 3
Heads swing thru, spin the top
Turn thru, centers in, ends fold
Cloverleaf, centers spin the top
Pass thru, step ahead, stop
The others star thru, boomerang
Star thru, two ladies chain
Slide thru,
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TWO BY TWO
Heads pass thru, separate around one
Squeeze in, line up four
Swing thru across, spin the top
All eight circulate, centers run
Circulate by twos, then
Hinge and trade by twos

Double pass thru, girls turn back
Spin chain thru, ends circulate
Boys run, all star thru
Left allemande
GIRLS TURN
Head ladies chain to the right
Head men face your corner, star thru
Circle up eight, don't get straight
All four girls dance up and back
(now) spin the top, without a stop
Pass thru, star thru, boomerang
(Note: The lead two roll back, the
trailing two step forward and do a
partner trade)
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal
Pass thru, ends fold, swing thru
Box the gnat, go right and left grand....

ANSWERS TO CHOREOGRAPHY TEST,
Page 26-27.
1. B; 2. A; 3. C; 4. B; 5. C; 6. B; 7. A; 8. A.
All eight right, you're a choreograpy expert.
Five to seven correct, you need more practice; less than five, get out the dolls, checkers, cups and saucers, and go to work!

GOOD SOUND IN EVERY HALL
IS NO SECRET, IT'S

YAK STACK
THE SOUND COLUMN DESIGNED
FOR CALLERS
WHY SETTLE FOR LESS?

For complete information, write:
YAK STAK
P.O. Box 184
Wenham, Mass. 01984

W-D PATTER
Heads crosstrail thru, separate
Around one to the middle, box the gnat
Slide thru, square thru go full around
Spin chain thru, girls circulate
Boys run, couples hinge and trade
Double pass thru, substitute, boomerang
Star thru, pass thru, couples hinge and
trade
Centers pass thru, star thru
Partners trade and % more
Left allemande
CENTERS-CENTERS-CENTERS
Heads swing thru, box the gnat
Pass thru, turn back, star thru
Circle four, head men break, line up four
Go up and back, break the line, star thru
Boys run, swing thru, ends circulate
Centers run, couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Centers in, centers run
Star thru, cloverleaf
Centers square thru
Left allemande

MERRBACH PRESENTS
BLUE STAR
1882— Racket, Key G; Rain, Key F (Hoedowns)
13 .?1— Lovers Song/ Oh (Round dances)
1880— Tahitian Holiday, Caller: Bob Fisk*
1879— Linger Awhile, Caller: Dave Taylor*
1878— Please Don't Squeeze My Sharmon,
Caller: Al Brownlee
1877— Flippo's Honey Mixer/ Cecelia (R/D)
BOGAN
1233— Good Deal Lucille, Caller: Jerry Thole*
1232— Honey, Caller: Glenn Zeno•
1231— Two Timin' Blues, George Leverett*
1230— Wreck of the '97, Keith Thomsen*
LORE
1120— When the Saints Go Marching, J. Creel*
1119— Pistol Packin Mama, Dick Duckham*
1118— Wish Upon a Star, Caller: Jack Cloe•
SWINGING SQUARE
2353-- Pocket Full of Dreams, Caller: Gene Pearson
2352— Four Leaf Clover, Caller: Harry Tucciarone•
?351 - Smoke On The Water, Caller: Gene Pearson'
ROCK IN A
1349— My Love, Caller: Earl Wright.
1348— Let the Rest of the World Go By, P.Childers•
1347— Deed I Do, Caller: J.P. Jett*
CHRISTMAS RECORDS

SQUARE DANCE magazine WORK-. ;
( SHOP features original material sub- ! .
i
l mitted to the editor. New ideas are
•' presented each month. Mail new and
'creative material and questions to
'Willard (Mich, Workshop Editor,
( SQUARE DANCE Magazine, Box
,•788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870.

1858— Christmas Square, Dick Bayer, Blue Star`
1637— Jingle Bells, Andy Andrus, Blue Star'
1053— All I Want for Xmas, B. Peterson, Lore*
1054— Winter Wonderland, Bob Augustin, Lore'
•Flip instrumentals

Merrbach Record Service
P.O.

Box 7308, Houston, Texas
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SLIPPIN AROUND - Ranwood 841
Choreography by Sue & Con Gniewek
Good Ray Anthony music; a challenging
three-part-plus-tag two step routine with
the usual Gniewek clever gimmicks.

ROUND DANCES
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

CLOSE ALL THE HONKY TON KS- Epic
5-2260; Choreography by Paul & Laura Marola
Good honky tonk music (Charlie Walker);

PEPPY - Hi Hat 878
Choreography by Don & Pete Hickman

moving intermediate two step.

Good intermediate two step with good peppy music.

HONKY TONK SONG - Epic 5-2260
Choreography by Cliff & Margaret Johnson

SO NICE - Hi Hat 878
Chtfreography by Louis & Mona Cremi

Good music, same artist; three-part intermediate two step with some familiar combinations.

Good teasing music, a three part solid intermediate cha cha routine.

BABY FACE - Hi Hat 879
Choreography by Joe & Glad Tsidico
Excellent Dixieland music; a good intermediate and fast moving two step.

HOBO'S HOLIDAY - Hi Hat 879
Choreography by Harve & Marge Tetzlaff
Lively music and an easy fun type two step.

SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE - Grenn 14138
Choreography by Bill & Gloria McGill
Popular melody; intermediate three part
two step with some unusual combinations.

EAST OF THE SUN - Grenn 14138
Choreography by P.J. & Toni Martin

LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUNDHoctor 1658; Choreography by Oscar & Fran
Schwartz
Familiar tune with a strong bass beat; easy
flowing intermediate routine.

WEDDING BELLS- Soul City 779
Choreography by Ron & Maryellen Hays
Current hit of the 5th Dimension; two-part
intermediate two step plus 18 measure tag.

SOMEBODY STOLE MY GAL- Decca 25525; Choreography by Charlie Walkinshaw &
Share! Goss
Great Grady Martin music; intermediate two

step.

New version to the old favorite tune; intermediate two-part (B once) two step.

CAN'T GET LOVIN - Belvo 240
Choreography by Paul & Laura Merola
Good peppy music and a good easy two-step

HELP YOURSELF SAMBA- Decca 725750
Choreography by P.J. & Toni Martin
Good Lenny Dee music and a solid intermediate samba routine with frequent basics.

BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYES- Decca 25617;

featuring a wrap to a chase.

Very pretty music by Grady Martin; Isom-

WITHOUT YOU - Belco 240
Choreography by Bud & Shirley Parrott
Pretty music and a good easy waltz routine.

Starr version easy intermediate waltz routine; Johnson's Brown Eyes
strong intermediate waltz routine.

FLORIDA'S
FAVORITE

SOUTH'S
LARGEST

You are invited to see the most beautiful selection of square dance dresses
and petticoats available anywhere, when visiting our area.

PETTICOAT SPECIAL

100% NYLON MARQUISETTE
Med. Stiff Finish. White & colors - $12.95

Colors available as long as present stocks last.
Yellow - Lime - Turquoise - Orange - Hot Pink
Red -.Ice Blue
$12.95, plus $1.00 Postage

SEND FOR FREE COPY OF BROCHURE AND AREA.DANCING PROGRAM

650 N.E. 128 Street
North Miami, Florida 33161
Tel

42

759-8131
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other labels. FIGURE: Four ladies chain
across, join hands and circle left (half way),
heads pass thru separate, round one, make
a line, up and back, pass thru, wheel and
deal, centers turn thru, star th ru, promenade.

SINGING CALLS
During the last three months we have
been listing the records that are new and
can be used successfully in class work. Until this year there has not been much new
material made available by the lables that
could be used in the teaching of the first 50
basics. This year Grenn and Top have made
quite a few records that will be a great help
to callers in classwork; Sets In Order also
provides fine material in their Bob Ruff L.P.
records which give the fundamentals of
square dancing. These LP records are SIO
6001, 6002, 6003. This month the Grenn
label has come out with two fine LP records

which deal with both patter and singing
calls using the first 50 basic movements.
They are as follows:
PHRASE CRAZE SQUARES- Grenn 43014
Caller: Dick Leger
Price: $4.98
A combination of patter and singing calls
that can be used for the ninth and tenth lessons of the 50 basic list. Includes such singing calls as "Have I Told You Lately," "Si
Senor," "Charming Billy," "Jambalaya,"
"Swanee River," and New Marina:
LET 'EM DANCE— Grenn 43015
Price: $4.98
Caller: Ron Schneider
Ron lists this one as challenge dancing.
Don't be confused by the term. It means
challenge dancing of the first 10 lessons and
the 50 basic movements in these lessons.
Taking for granted that the students have
learned their first ten lessons well, these dances on this album will present a challenge
to them but will not include any new basics.
The ten bands on the record include five
patter calls and five singing calls, some of
which are "Dancing On Top Of The World,"
"Travelin," "Square Dance Blues," "Chinatown," and "Island In The Sun."

Windsor has just come out with a new release on a 45 RPM that can be used very
well in beginner classes. Here it is:
DIAMOND BAR QUADRILLE— Windsor
4951, Caller: John Shallow
Sequence: Twice for heads, twice for sides.
One and three right and left thru, same ladles chain, two and four right and left thru,
same ladies chain, One and three right and
left thru, two and four right and left thru,
Four couples promenade half the square,
four ladles chain three quarters, sides face.
grand square, reverse.
HEART OVER MIND— Kalox 1110
Caller: Gary Shoemake
Kalox seldom misses with fine records and
this is one of the best. They must workshop
their records well before pressing them and
we cannot say the same for many of the

YOUR SWEET LOVE— MacGregor 2077
Caller: Allan Stewart
MacGregor hasn't made a lot of good records lately since Bruce Johnson flew the
coop and started a label of his own, out
here is a real good one. As a matter of fact,
both MacGregor contributions this month
are good records. FIGURE: Head ladles
chain, heads promenade half way, sides
square thru four hands, meet the corner
and do-sa-do, swing thru, girls circulate and
swing, promenade.
NOBODY KNOWS BUT ME-- Longhorn
184; Caller: Bill Peters
This record may properly be called the
"Jailhouse Blues" and is done in the imitable style that only Bill Peters can do_ Bill's
records have been widely accepted by callers everywhere, and we believe that this
one will also go over well. Bill lust doesn't
make duds. FIGURE: Head ladies chain,
heads forward and back, square thru four
hands, triple swing thru, turn thru, corners
allemande, pass by one, promenade the next.
AFTER THEY'VE SEEN PAREE— Scope
538, Caller: Dick Walbel
Scope has always had very good dances to
their records, but callers have classified their
music as inferior. Now they seem to have
come up with music that is acceptable and
we believe that this music combined with
fine choreography on the label will produce
records that will sell well. FIGURE: Head
couples promenade half way, into the middle and square thru four hands, do-sa-do,
slide thru, eight to the middle and back,
right and left thru, square thru four hands,
trade by, allemande left the corner and

promenade.
NOTHING COULD BE FINER— Jay Bar
Kay 113, Caller: Ken Anderson
At first listening to this record it sounds like
a draggy dance but it is not. It flows real
well. Our dancers like It very well so we are
sure your dancers will. FIGURE: Circle left,
allemande your corner, do-sa-do your own,
men star left one time, turn thru at home, allemande the corner, come back and swing
your own, heads promenade half way, down
the middle, star thru, California twirl, right
and left thru, do an eight chain six, swing
corner, allemande left, weave the ring,
promenade.
DOWN AND OUT— Windsor 4952
Caller: Bill Martin
This is a pretty good dance and the music
is great. It just could be the dark horse in
the pack, so callers, never look a dark horse
In the mouth. FIGURE: Heads square thru
four hands, corner do-sa- do, make a wave
and balance, all eight circulate, right and
left thru, dive thru, pass thru, square thru
three quarters, swing corner and promenade.
DON'T FORGET — Roamin 103
Caller: Maurice Warner
Roamin records have come up with some
very good choreography In the three records
they have produced. This is a good figure
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but may require a walk through, otherwise
dancers may end up with a mess in the middle of the floor. The theme of the record is
something like SUMMER SOUNDS by the
wording of the patter on the promenades.
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, heads lead
right and circle to a line, up and back, California twirl, trade by, pass thru, left allemande, walk by your own, swing right hand
lady and promenade.
GOOD DEAL LUCILLE— Top 25218
Caller: Deuce Williams
Dance is fast and furious, as are most records
by Deuce. A boo boo was made on
the called side of the record; however, the
call sheet is correct, so callers will have no
trouble. FIGURE: One and three promenade
half way, lead right and circle to a line, up
and back, right and left thru, pass thru and
tag the line, face in and box the gnat, crosstrail thru, swing corner and promenade.
HOW SWEET IT IS— MacGregor 2078
Callers: Al & Nell Eblen
A duet no less, but well done. The music
and dance are good. How• sweet it is, and
away we go! FIGURE: Head couples up
and Slide thru, pass thru, sashay thru the
outside two, wheel and deal, dive thru and
pass thru, swing thru the outside two, boys
trade, swing corner, allemande left new corner, weave the ring, promenade.
GOLD RUSH— Lou Mac 109
Caller: Mac Letson
The dance is good and the music is dancey.
Many callers will want this record to use the
instrumental side as a hoedown. This Mac
Letson is really a banjo king and what he
can't do with a banjo is not worth doing. A
really great instrumental. FIGURE: One and
three promenade half way, down the middle
right and left thru, square thru four hands,
do-sa-do the outside two, swing thru and
boys trade, swing corner, allemande left new
corner and promenade.
AVERAGE PEOPLE— Jay Bar Kay 114
Caller: Phil Adams
Also an average dance. JBK does come up
with some great records but this is a bit on
the fast side for comfortable dancing. Interesting enough figure. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half way, down the middle and

square thru, right and left thru, dive thru and
pass thru, spin chain thru, box the gnat,
right and left thru, dive thru and pass thru
and square thru three quarters, swing the
corner girl and promenade.
TALK ABOUT THE GOOD TIMES— Red
Boot 113, Caller: Bob Vinyard
We must give Red Boot credit for coming
up with music that can be favorably compared to music on the major labels. This
Nashville Sound is just great, but the dance
is a rubber stamp of hundreds of dances
now on record. FIGURE: Head couples
square thru four hands, do-sa-do the corner,
slide thru, right and left thru, crosstrail thru,
allemande left and weave the ring, do-sa-do
and promenade.
I'M IN LOVE WITH YOU— HiHat 396
Caller: Roger Morris
The music is a summer re-run. It is an exact
duplicate of HiHat 313 Linda Sue. The record of Linda Sue did not win any prizes
and this one is no better. FIGURE: Head
couples promenade half way, lead right and
circle to a line, up and back, right and left
thru, square thru tour hands, swing corner,
left allemande and promenade.
THERE'S A GREAT BIG BEAUTIFUL TOMORROW— Windosr 4949, Caller: Mary
Lindner
So we will wait until manana to buy the record. The call sheet has an alternate figure
which has a hinge and trade in it. Our dancers were not enthused about the record.
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands,
•with the sides make a right hand star, heads
star left and turn it once around, with the
sides a right and left thru, dive thru, square
thru three quarters, swing the corner and
promenade.
ALL ABOVE RECORDS WERE REVIEWED,
WORKSHOPPED BY, AND MAY BE PURCHASED FROM
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 358
PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS 60068

SILVER SPURS TOUR
Spokane's famed Silver Spurs enjoyed a highly successful tour of the
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast
states this past summer. Shows were
presented in Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, California and Oregon. Performances were met by large and enthusiastic audiences. The youth members
were thrilled by visits to national parks,
to San Francisco, San Diego, a quick
evening trip to Tia Juana, Disneyland,
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Knott's Berry Farm and pueblos in
New Mexico.
A tour across the U.S. to the east
coast is part of the plan for 1971. The
tour will begin when school closes, and
it is the hope of the Silver Spurs to
take part in the New Orleans Convention. For information on scheduling
the group, write E.S. Henderson, Spokane Public School, West 825 Trent
Ave., Spokane, Wash. 99201.
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20TH NATIONAL CONVENTION

Mardi Gras will come to New Orleans a second time in 1971 when the
square dancers gather for the 20th National Convention, where they will enjoy dancing, workshops and panels in
the cool comfort of the Rivergate Convention Center.

La. 70458 and you will be kept informed of teen plans for the 20th.
Contra dancing will be a special feature at the convention. Leaders from
all over the country are being invited.
Contra dancing is a phase of the square
dance program that has not enjoyed.as
much publicity as others. Every dancer
should attend at least one contra session to see how they are done, for here
you find all the familiar calls and patterns applied in a different way. These
dances add variety to-our activity, and
"variety is the spice of life." Johnny
and Janie Creel are in charge of the
contra program.
The round dancers will not be neglected at the 20th. Phyl and Frank Lehnert, who participated in the recent
New Orleans festival, said, "We were
treated to a preview of next year's
National. The Rivergate is a big beautiful hall and Jim Hilton did a nice job
on the sound. The round dancing is
scheduled for the Jung Hotel which has
several beautiful ballrooms. The city
is friendly and excitingly different. The
New Orleans dancers will be perfect
hosts."
Dot & Dusty Rhodes
GRANO OPENING

Kathy Freeman, director of teen
publicity, tells of the plans being made
by the active teen dancers of the area.
"There will be after-parties, swims,
sight-seeing tours, fashion show and
our own Knights of Babylon room
where adults are only admitted when
accompanied by a teen." She also
suggests some tips for teen groups interested in attending: Set a goal of the
amount needed for transportation,
meals, housing, etc. Plan ways of raising funds, such as car washes, dinners,
candy sales, dances. Contact the civic
and social clubs in cities on your route
where you may be spending the night.
Many times such organizations as Elks,
Kiwanis, and church groups can help
provide or find lodging at reasonable
cost. Send your club name and address
to Kathy at 3642 Elizabeth St., Slidell,

A fine patriotic custom opens the
dances for the Pistols and Petticoats
Club, dancing at the Raliegh Community Kiwanis Club near Memphis, Tenn.
The caller, Ron Sesher, turns the dancers from square-up position into lines
facing the front of the hall, where the
Pledge of Allegiance is posted in large
letters beside an American flag. Eddie
Ramsey, president of the club, leads
them in the pledge, then he dramatically announces the beginning of the
dance with words such as these: "Ladies and gentlemen, Pistols and Petticoats Square Dance Club proudly presents its find caller, Ronnie Sesher...."
This was affectionately impressive and
Eddie's personality put it over perfectly. Needless to say all dancers were
really in the mood for a good time on
the very first beat of the music.
Bill Crawford
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ILLINOIS— Nov. 1, 16th Annual
Festival of III. S/D Callers Assoc. at
the Aurora YMCA. Favorite state callers and all kinds of dancing.
TEXAS— Wurstfest Celebration, Nov.
7, Armory Bldg., New Braunfels, with
Dick Parrish and Aubrey & Peggy
Tuttlebee.
PENNSYLVANIA— Pittsburgh Area
S & R/D Federation. Festival, Nov. 8,
with Lee Kopman, Deuce Williams,
Carl & Pat Smith at Rostraver Gardens, 20 miles south of Pittsburgh on
Rt. 51. Write John & Marge Clever,
1013 Montana Ave, Natrona Hts., Pa.
TENNESSEE— 8th Annual Mid-south
S&R/D Festival at Chisca-Plaza Motor
Hotel, Memphis, Nov. 13-14, with
Marshall Flippo, Beryl Main, Nita &
Manning Smith. Write: Bob & Nellie
Bunnell, 4292 Mickey Dr., Memphis.
VIRGINIA— 15th Annual Richmond
S&R/D Festival, Nov. 13-14 at the
John Marshall. Staff: Bob Fisk, C.O.
Guest, Chuck Donahue, Tan Lee,
Dave Taylor, Vaughn Parrish, the
Starks, Proctors and Hankeys. Write:
Ken & June Ewbank, Rt. 5, Box 60B,
Glen Allen, Va. 23060.
OHIO— Fall Fest, Nov. 13-15 at Atwood Lodge, Delroy, with Dave Stevenson, Jerry Helt, Hank & Marge
Rechner. Write D. Stevenson, 11110
West 130th St., Strongsville 44136.
VIRGINIA— Luray House Party at
Mimslyn Motor Inn, Luray, Nov. 1315, with Ed Sparrough, Paul Childers,
Decko Deck. Write Lou Deck, 3817
N. Oakland, Arlington, Va.
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OHIO- 2nd Annual Jamboree, Nov.
22, Statler Hilton in Cleveland, sponsored by Cleveland Federation and
Callers' Association, Bud Redmond
and Bob Wickers calling. Write Earl
Richards, 1170 E. 362nd St. Eastlake,
0. 44094.
FLORIDA— 3rd Annual Winter Festival, Nov. 20-21, with Frank Bedell,
Roger Chapman, Jack Lasry, John
Saunders, Beatties on rounds, to be
held at the Del ido Hotel, Miami Beach,
Write J. Lasry, 19010 NW 11th Ave.,
Miami, Fla. 33169.
GEORGIA— 6th Annual ORA Fall
Festival, Bell Auditorium, Augusta,
Nov. 21, with Cal Golden calling.
WASHINGTON, D.C.- Thanksgiving
Day Special, Main Concourse of the
Pentagon, Nov. 26, the Bachelor &
Bachelorette Club presents Cal Golden and Jim Copeland. In the area,
call 971-2343.
TEXAS— Dallas 10th Annual Harvest
Holiday R/D Festival, Baker Hotel,
Nov. 27-29 with Manning & Nita
Smith. Write: Vernon & Annie Liles,
4446 Preston Circle, Dallas 75211.
NEVADA— Nugget S/D Weekend,
Nov. 27-29, at Nugget Convention
Center, Reno/ Sparks, with Dick Houlton, Roger Morris, Clark & Maxine
Smith, Ken & Audrey Oburn. Write:
Weekend, 18804 Cox Ave., Saratoga,
California 95070.
OHIO— 11th Annual Snow Festival,
Dec. 6, at K of C Hall, Akron, featuring Phyl & Frank Lehnert. Write:
Bill & Jean Filbert, 443 Swank Dr.,
Tallmadge, Ohio 44278.
BUCKEYE POLL

1. Folsom Prison
2. Birth of the Blues
3. Shenendoah Waltz
4. Love For The Two Of Us
5. April
6. Dancing Shadows
7. Pillow Talk
8. It All Depends On You
9. Try Some Tenderness
10. Tango Bongo; My Shadow

by MYRTIS LITMAN
WORLD WIDE GAMES — 1970 CATALOG
Mary Lea and Warren Bailey
The Baileys were experienced in recreation leadership and in the hard
wood lumber business before starting
WORLD WIDE GAMES, INC. They
felt they could provide a worthwhile
service by making durable and interesting wooden games that provide good
tools for recreation, for communication
ice breakers, for physical, mental and
social therapy at home, camp, church,
recreation centers, club, hospitals,
school, etc. Square dance vacation
spots have put these table top games to
use very successfully. They are also
useful in some varieties of after-parties.
This 1970 catalog shows over 45
games and puzzles, available through
the Baileys, from all over the world,
which have proven to be popular and
lasting favorites.
Some of the games and puzzles lis-

ted are: Skittles; Fore-Par (a table golf
game); Bumper Puck (a substitute for
billiards); the fast and exciting Table
Cricket; Marble Football, Box Hockey,
Sockey, Dutch Shuffle-Board, Maze,
Labyrinth Game, One Man Table Tennis, the amazing Shoot the Moon, the
record and sticks and instructions for
Maori Sticks (sometimes known as
Lemmy or Lummi sticks) that are used
by Girl Scout groups; Dancing Doll,
the Chinese Tangram Puzzle (the same
puzzle that Napoleon busied himself
with in exile); Deluxe Chess-Checker
Board, Regular and Three Dimensional
Tick Tack Toe; books on string figures
and hand shadows, and many other
items.
The catalog is available by writing
World Wide Games, Inc., Box 450,
Delaware, Ohio 43015.
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$2.50

INCLUDING 48 RHINESTONES
We will set stones for eligible states at

time of order. You can set remaining
stones with any good glue.

THIS BADGE IS USED TWO WAYS
I-THE STATES YOU HAVE BEEN IN
2-THE STATES YOU HAVE DANCED IN
THE MAREX CO.
Box 371, Champaign, Illinois 61220
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43003 INSTANT SQUARE DANCING
FOR BEGINNERS $3.98

FA M IWQUARES
Y
•14,11.1,

Paul Hartman teaches:
Series C

D•rerill,
11114•11.11

1
J1

Music Introduction
The Wrong Way
Clap Hands
Please Come Home
Military Style
Look At You Now
Be Careful
New Partners All
Pass Right By
This And That

43001 NORTH AMERICAN SQUARE DANCES — $3.98
12 Teaching Dances
Paul Moore teaches:
Series A
Its American Man
Star Bound
Easy Like ABC
Swing Happy
What Do I Care
Kingston Chain
Double Orbit
Turn Back To Swanee
Tom Tom Twister
Please Stay Home
Ragtime Shuffle
All Over The World

— $3.98
43002 PROGRESSIVE TEACHING ALBUM
12 Teaching Dances
Dick Jones teaches:
Series B
4 llllll Silt NAM. 1,11.
iif II loiliti OP ill Aili

Let's Dance
From Me To You
Heads And Sides
I Like Mtn. Music
Promenade Inside
Shiek of Squaraby
Star Dosey
Mack's Star
Chain Hash
Good Old Summertime
Roundup
Banjo Ball

HAVE THEM DANCING AT ONCE
WITHOUT A LOT OF EXPLANATION

AND MORE ALBUMS--•
LEARN
fatik
SOUARE
E)ANCING with ED GILMORE

(
1

4.,

c't.

I

lir

iifIk

tip
4

If-

LEARN
SQUARE DANCING
with ED GILMORE
Instruction Groups 1--4,
Practice Dances: (Turkey in
the Straw • Fiddler Bill • Pig
Town Fling • Nellie Bly) Follow the Leader (Little
Bald-Faced Horse) • Oh John
ny, Oh Johnny. Oh! • Ends
Turn In (Let 'Fr Go Gallag•
her) • Comin' Round the
Mountain.
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SQUARE DANCE PARTY
Ed Gilmore. Fiddle Faddle
(Sally Gooden) - Old Fashioned Girl (I Want a Girl) •
Back A way (Walkin' On
Down) • Indiana - Between
Those Ladies (Little BaldFaced Horse) - Oh. Lady Be
Good! • Lazy "11" (Square
Dance Gals) Open Up Your
Heart • Starline (The Gal I
Left Behind Me)& Little Girl
Medley (My Little Girl) •
Pick Up Your Corner (Buffalo Gals) • Comin' Round
the Mountain.

4019 MODERN MUSIC FOR SQUARE
DANCE — Slim Jackson Orchestra
(No Calls) — $5.00
(Instructions included)

Pass Me By
Arkansas Traveler
It's Been A Long Long Time
Make An Arch (Lucy Long)
Kingston Town (Jamaica Farewell)
Hey Look Me Over
On The Trail Of The Lonesome Pine
Divide The Ring (Chinese Breakdown)
Alabama Jubilee
Up The Lazy River
Hurry Hurry
Melodie D'Amour
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"Chicago's Friendliest Record Store"

1614 NORTH PULASKI RD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639
Ar C 312 227 1072

OPEN MON. & THURS. EVE.
49

SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP $2.00 Modern progressive lines, circles and squares.
Contras to please today's dancers.

$puT-YER-SDES"
FOR SQUARE %ANGERS
i
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SPLIT-YER-SIDES (150 cartoons) $1.50
ppd. Miles of smiles for dancers and callers.
Reprints from New England Caller and
SQUARE DANCE.

90/10 Badge-Identification for callers who
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will cater to 90% of floor at all times, 50!

SING-ALONG CALLS 130 pages) $2.00
Adaptations of popular recordings for easy
level dancing.

CALLERS CLINIC $5.00. 60 pages of caller
class material, much choreography, examples
and systems for callers at any stage.
FUN

ORDER FROM THIS
MAGAZINE

50 EXPERIMENTAL
BASICS, $3.00 ppd.
by Will Orlich. NOW
a guide to the best
basics beyond the 75
basic plateau for advanced club level
use. A MUST BUN,'
for TODAY's leader.

STILL AVAILABLE-DANCER CUTOUTS

BOX 788
SANDUSKY, OHIO
44870

P. O.
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DO-CI-DO DOLORES
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More than 100 newest
cartoons for all ages.

f4,i60
,57
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$2.00 postpaid
SPECIAL REPRINTS
Almost double size
reprints of covers of

•

Oct. '69, Jan. '70. &
May, '70 (Alaska?,
others, plus ppg.26
& 27 cartoon feature
of Mar. '70 _Si. ea.

ON CARDBOARD FOR DECORATING
HALLS-3 SIZES--See June '70 ad, or earlier.

SQUARE DANCE DIPLOMAS
Postage
paid
EACH
25 or more.

10

ALSO

ASK ABOUT

ROUND DANCE

QUANTITY
PRICES

DIPLOMAS

10z.
46
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CARTOON POSTERS AS SHOWN
IN CENTER OF OUR JUNE, '69
ISSUE-SIZE: 11x17;' ALL 8--$5.

SIGN-OFF WORD

**•**••**•••*
The true idealist pursues what his heart says is right
in a way his head says will work.
Richard M. Nixon

From his speech at Manhattan, Kansas
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dance CLOTHING

FOUR GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING

FUN FEST SWAP SHOP REBEL ROUNDUP
ACCENT ON ROUNDS w/SOUARES
FALL 1970 & SPRING 1971
Write Fontana Village Resort
Fontana Dam, North Carolina 28733

INDIANA
ALLEMANDE SHOP 1219.663-24761
250 North Main St.
Crown Point, Ind. 46307
Our business– Square Dance Clothing
MICHIGAN

BIG FESTIVAL OR DANCE
COMING UP SOON?

INQUIRE ABOUT LISTING
THE DETAILS
IN THIS COLUMN
RENEWAL INFORMATION

When the final issue of a subscription is mailed to the reader, he also receives a notice saying that his subscription expires with the current issue.
Reminders are sent to those who do
not renew for several months. If a reader misses an issue or two, due to late
renewal, he may specify that his new
subscription begin where the other expired, and the missing copies will be
mailed promptly.

RUTHAD (313.841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit, Mich. 48209
Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes
OHIO
Hergatt's Western Shop
50 N. Linwood Ave.
Norwalk, Ohio 44857
EVERYTHING WESTERN
SCUJARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
C•■ 4.N
Sharonville, Ohio 45241
"'•
Records available, too!
WEST VIRGINIA
Square Dance & Western Shop
182-A-9 Wylie Ridge Rd. – Rt. 1
Weirton, W. Va. 26062
Newcombs and parts in stock
51
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scope records
PRESENTS

LA I EST RELEASE

SC 540 — CALICO GIRL
/7'..----by Mac McCullar
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
1401 r,■ Vvr4`.

SC 303 UPSTART/ LOWDOWN
SC 306 — ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR/
MORE AND MORE
S Hills 127— UP JUMPED THE DEVIL
S Hills 143— LONG JOHN/ TURKEY
IN THE STRAW
S Hills 170— HIGH GEAR/ OLD MT.
DEW
CATALOG AVAILABLE
POST OFFICE BOX 1448

a

SAN LUIS OBISPO
CALIF ORNIA 93401

FROM P 0 Box 788
SANDUSKY OHIO
448 70

